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FOREWORD

Disciples exist in community. This is an observable phenomenological fact acknowledged and
encouraged in Scripture. This year’s theme, “Patterns of Church Planting in Japan.” also
acknowledged again the absolute necessity of community. It is only as churches are planted, take
root, and become seed-bearing, self-reproducing entities that the requirements of the gospel mandate
have been fulfilled. This is a facet of which we on the field and in some of our sending bodies need
to be reminded again at this point of the Christian effort in Japan. All paths must coalesce on this
goal.
This was seen with varying degrees of clarity by most of the participants in this year’s seminar
and this is certainly the thrust the ad hoc Continuation Committee had in mind as they prepared the
program. Where the papers missed this (and you must be the judge as you read them) they were
soon corrected in the lively discussions following each paper. As a general rule, equal time is
allowed for each paper and its critique and discussion following the presentation. Unfortunately the
discussion correctives cannot be included here.
One innovation this year was a series of six short (30-minute, the usual is 45-minute) papers
given in hard succession the second forenoon with the entire afternoon given over to both small
group and general discussion. So you will observe that we have a larger number of papers in this
report than usual.
Again we acknowledge the help of many in preparing these papers. First to the committee who
prepared the program and saw it to fruition, to the participants who prepared and presented the
papers, to my wife, Esther for various tasks of typing, compilation, and proofreading, to Ron Stoll
for photography, and to Eleanor Dudley for final proofreading.
And again we commend these papers to your contemplation and your charity.
Carl Beck
Book Editor
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BIBLICAL PRINCIPLES OF CHURCH PLANTING:
Jesus and the Gentiles
A Bible Study by Timothy J. Phelan
When those who believe in the efficacy of planting Christian churches in Japan look to the
gospel narratives, depictions of Jesus’ life before his death, do they find anything in those depictions
which relates to what they do as cross-cultural church planters, evangelists, and missionaries? In
this study I hope to show that the narratives related to Jesus’ encounters with the Capernaum
“Centurion” (Matt. 8:5-13 par. Luke 7:1-10)1 and the Syrophoenician/Canaanite woman (Matt.
15:21-28 par. Mark 7:24-30) according to the gospels, Jesus’ two most distinctive cross-cultural
encounters not only relate much of interest about who Jesus may have been, but also point to who
and what those interested in church planting can be as well.
For many people it is hard to imagine that the Jesus they perceive as proposing a gospel of
freedom from any particularism would have at anytime been hemmed in by the narrow confines of
Galilee. Yet, it seems, the gospel accounts would indicate that Jesus’ mission policy was to restrict
his sphere of activity to that of the Jewish nation and that this was his normal working “rule” as is
seen in our narratives in Mark 7:27. “First let the children eat all they want, for it is not right to take
the children’s bread and toss it to their dogs”; in Matt. 15:24, 26, “I was sent only to the lost sheep
of Israel. . ..It is not right to take the children’s bread and toss it to their dogs”; in Matt. 8:7, “Will I
go and heal him?” (as a correct translation should read); and implied in Luke 7:4, “They pleaded
earnestly with him.”2 If this reluctance was the “rule” within which Jesus functioned, the Centurion
and Syrophoenician incidents would then have to be viewed as “grand exceptions to the rule.” But
before we discuss this point further we must answer the question why, at least in principle, the Jesus
who later is portrayed as sending his followers into all the world—by implication, some to
Japan—would have limited his ministry to Jews.
The Old Testament is probably the vantage point from which to view Jesus’ actions. In
numerous places the priority of Jews in God’s plan seems to be clearly implied: Isaiah 2:2-4; 42:1ff;
60:1ff (cf. Romans 15:8-9). It is in this sense that Matthew’s version of the story of the Canaanite
woman may be interpreting Mark’s more objective narrative. Doesn’t “I was sent only to the lost
sheep of Israel” bring out the meaning of Jesus’ attitude as expressed in Mark 7:27, “First let the
children eat all they want . . .. for it is not right to take the children’s bread and toss it to their
dogs?”3 Because Israel is portrayed as the chosen people of God, the age of fulfillment was offered
not to the world at large but to the sons of the covenant4 Indeed, according to the Old Testament it
was natural that God’s plan of rescue should begin with Israel for it was precisely to Israel that one
could be said to look with the greatest confidence for an adequate response of faith and obedience to
the love of God.5 As Cranfield writes, “we are up against the mystery of divine election.”6 It is thus
a failure to reckon with the Old Testament’s portrayal of God’s elective love that may lie at the root
of many misunderstandings of Jesus’ particularism. Matthew 15:24 may simply indicate the actual
limits of Jesus’ earthly ministry in the purpose of God.7
Be that as it may, the phrase, “I was sent only to the lost sheep of Israel,” in the distinctive
context of Jesus’ ministry, does seem enigmatic. The Gospels do after all, portray Jesus’ positive
attitude toward Samaritans (Luke 10:25-37; 17:11-19) and, as our passages themselves indicate, at
least some sort of openness to Gentiles. We also know that he is said to have consistently criticized
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the traditional theme of eschatological vengeance on the Gentiles (Luke 4:22; Matt. 11:5ff) and
positively included them among the saved in the reign of God (Mark 4:32; Matt. 12:41ff;
25:31- 46). 8 Furthermore, this disconcerting mixture, surprisingly, is seen precisely in the few
cases where Jesus confers benefits on those whom we have reason to believe were non-Jews! Be
this as it may, both of the pericopes I am discussing still seem to bear out the principle that the
first offer and the first appeal should be made to Israel.9
Undoubtedly then, it was Jesus’ deliberate policy or rule to restrict his own work to the Jews. We
have seen something of the historical necessity laid upon Jesus as a Jew to organize his ministry as
Messiah, fulfiller of Old Testament prophecy, in such a way. Now I must ask why, given the rule,
Jesus seems to have gone ahead and broken it, what, if anything, we might be able to say about what
breaking the rule meant for him, and finally, what it might mean for church-planting evangelists today.
In order to deal with these questions, some words about the pericopes as we have them in
Matthew, Mark, and Luke are in order. First the narrative of the Capernaum “Centurion.”
Martin’s discussion of these parallel passages (Matt. 8:5-13, Luke 7:1-10) covers the exegetical
questions with depth and clarity. He points out, correctly I believe, that the center of interest in the two
stories is, in fact, different. “In Matthew,” he writes, “the focus of attention is the man’s personal faith,
on which Jesus passes the encomium of verse 10 with a note of amazement. His efficacious faith is
commended again in verse 13. In the Lukan version faith is not accented, but the reader’s interest is
attracted to the man’s sense of unworthiness and the key phrase lies in verse 7a, ie., the unworthiness
and disadvantages of being a Gentile are stressed. (This conclusion is clinched by the Lukan insertion of
θαύµα into the statement of Jesus’ reaction: “He marvelled [θαυμάζω] at him.” The verb is found
only once again in the synoptic tradition [Mark 6:6] used there in reference to Jesus’ utter astonishment
at the absence of faith among his kinsfolk,”)10 Furthermore, Martin goes on to argue,
By his accentuation of faith in Jesus’ naked word and addition of the universalistic
verses 11 and 12, Matthew is a champion of the Pauline gospel. As the Gentiles were
crowding into the church in his day, he finds in the teaching and actions of Jesus in
this Gentile-oriented story precisely the emphases which were needed. . .The story is
calculated both to defend the gospel against the bitter insinuations of Jewish and
Jewish-Christian particularism which was opposing the entry into the church of
uncircumcised Gentiles and to justify the rejection of Israel which was still insisting
on signs (I Cor. 1:22) and had thereby cut itself off from the divine purpose.11
Of course, there are numerous problems between those two passages. The careless and naive
harmonizations found in many commentaries depict authors unable to rest at ease with the clear-cut
differences. But, as Martin concludes, “they are disparate because their motives are different. The
intention of the evangelists is one of selective emphasis, each writer inserting and highlighting the
details which will give point and purpose to his overruling theological Tendenz.”12
Concerning the historical priority of one version over the other, much has been written. Luke
is generally seen as secondary (so Martin) primarily because in his account two envoys, as it were,
take the place of the centurion himself (so Matthew) in meeting with Jesus. Perhaps the best
conclusion is Gundry’s. “The unlikelihood of the centurion’s sending two successive delegations is
matched by the unlikelihood of an invention of such an awkward literary device.”13
The faith of this “Centurion” was, if nothing else, a “glad surprise” to Jesus. It
was faith from an unexpected quarter (have you ever had such an experience?) and in
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this we receive some sense as to why Jesus broke his rule of restricting himself to Jews. The Jews
who had so much, made so little out of it. Here was a soldier with so little who made so much out of
it. One of the few occasions where Matthew permits himself to record the human emotions of
surprise by Jesus is finally, perhaps, more understandable.
If the faith of the “Centurion” was remarkable, the faith of the curious Syrophoenician/Canaanite
woman seems doubly so. I now turn to its discussion. Part of our surprise comes when we realize. “The
woman’s faith faces the obstacles of antagonism on the disciples’ part (in Matthew’s account), and on
God’s part, a Jewish restriction on Jesus’ ministry.” 14 John C. Pobee continues,
Commentators have been quick to observe that the odds were against the woman
because Tyre and Sidon were accursed cities which were consigned to total exclusion.
From Tyre, Jezebel, the daughter of Ethbaal, King of Tyre, had come to marry Ahab (I
Kings 16:31), a marriage which led to the painful introduction of idolatrous worship
and foreign ideas of monarchy into Israel, making the people of God depart from the
revelation of God which constituted them the people of God.
By normal standards Jesus would not and should not have associated with them, for
they were not only outside the people of God but also had in fact brought much
trouble on the people of God. (Matthew from a Jewish provenance introduces three
details which emphasize the claim that there could be no communication between
Jews and non-Jews: At first Jesus would not respond to the pitiful appeal of the
Gentile woman (Matt. 15:23); he actually refused to oblige . . . Furthermore, whereas
Mark describes her as a Greek and a Syrophoenician (Mark 7:26), Matthew describes
her as a Canaanite woman, which in the light of Old Testament usage designates
Gentiles as distinct from the people of God (Matt. 15:21). It is not without interest
that in Matthew 15:22. the impression is given that Jesus did not actually enter the
Gentile region but went in that direction.)
In any case, at the end of the day even the woman represented “the dogs of the
household” rather than “the great wild dogs infesting the eastern towns” (1 Kings
14:11; 2 Kings 9:10). She did not dispute that designation but asserted with
determination that even if the small dogs did not get the children’s portion, they may
yet have received the soft white part of the bread on which the hands were
customarily wiped after having been dipped into the common dish. For her sense of
determination and her faith, Jesus overlooked her natural category as one outside the
covenanted people of God and responded favorably to her wish. 15
As the story concludes, “the woman’s ingenuous response” to a difficult statement by Jesus, “breaks
through the Jewish particularism and causes Jesus to act;”16 or put in the terms of this paper, causes
him to break the rule. Faith forced the barrier and a grand exception was born.
A first-time reading of these passages though, truly confronts one with what looks like
unwillingness on the part of Jesus even to respond to a case of human need and distress, an
unwillingness moreover, as we have seen, expressed in harsh and unsympathetic terms. But, as T.W.
Manson has written,
We make a great mistake if we think of Jesus as someone who could go around
dispensing a miraculous power to heal as a doctor might dispense doses of the latest
wonder-drug. We learn more than once that his power was closely bound up with the
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faith of the people whom he was called to help. But there is nothing to show that this
woman has any such faith: for her Jesus is the possessor of some strange magical
power which can be useful to her and her stricken child. Once the cure is effected the
incident will be closed; there will be no questions of her being brought into the work of
the kingdom. The remark about the children’s food and the dogs is then a test. and a
severe test. The woman gives the only possible answer: it is completely sincere and
completely right. She is not one of the chosen people; she does not aspire to be one. She
has no idea of becoming a disciple of Jesus in the full sense, any more than the centurion
of Capernaum. She relies entirely on her own need and on the fact that no true household
can exist unless it provides for more than its own children. That flash of insight secures
for her what she asks; and she goes back to her pagan environment in triumph.17
So Jesus breaks his rule, twice as we have seen. There are, of course, though not many, other
narratives which could be brought to bear upon this discussion. Mark 13:10; John 4 (see note 1);
Luke 9:51-56; Matt. 9:37, 10:5-6 all relate details concerning Jesus’ attitude and/or actions towards
non-Jews. But, there is something special about these particular narratives. Namely, despite their
differences, they are very much alike. J. Ramsey Michael’s in Servant and Son enumerates five
areas of congruence:
(1) A Gentile makes a request of Jesus;
(2) Jesus raises an objection to granting the request;
(3) The Gentile’s wise answer overcomes Jesus’ hesitation:
(4) Jesus commends the Gentile for his/her answer; and
(5) The cures are accomplished from a distance.18
It is the tension between the second and third characteristic which is most interesting. And
especially for my concerns here, number three is most pertinent. The phrase “overcomes Jesus’
hesitation” is another way of pointing out that Jesus broke the rule. This brings us back to my initial
questions which I must pursue further. Why might Jesus have broken the rule, what might it have
meant for him, and what implications might it have for church planters in Japan today?
An entryway into the “why” of Jesus’ rule-breaking begins with Michael’s comment that “Just as
Jesus did not invent parables but hears them, so he does not make the miracle happen (this in relation to
the Syrophoencian woman) but simply watches it happen.”19 Taking this admittedly controversial yet I
think correct insight further, can we not also say that in both of these incidents, if true, Jesus not only
“saw” miracles happen but also learned something “new” about the nature and extent of the kingdom of
his ‘Father’? And might this not be in much the same way that a church planter in Japan might, during
the course of his/her work, learn something “new” about the reign of God in this world? In a sense,
wasn’t Jesus drawn out towards these people by their amazing faith? As I have tried to show, we can
believe this was probably the case. “Jesus was tested and succeeded in learning that his vocation to
Israel included even the mediating of divine mercy to a Canaanite woman.”20
As we have seen, it wasn’t as if this breaking forth was totally new and strange for Jesus. By
turning to Jewish sinners and tax-collectors, he had already, so the gospel accounts would want us to
believe, broken through the religious particularism of the Judaism of his day. One can perhaps suggest
that it was, at the very least, merely a necessary further progression of this attitude for the door to be
opened to Gentiles. But I must be careful. The narratives are still exceptions. They were never the norm
and cannot be used to support some notion of Jesus as a cross-cultural missionary in the accepted sense
of that phrase. In fact, especially with regard to the incident in Tyre and Sidon, it would seem Jesus had
anything but this sort of ministry in mind. He was probably getting away for a bit of rest.
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Gentiles could not claim an immediate entry to salvation. Jesus insisted that his call was to the
children of Israel. “He took his stand squarely against the background of the Old Testament
covenant and the promises of the prophets, and recognized Israel, to whom the covenant and the
promises had been given, as the natural ‘sons of the kingdom’.”21 But exceptions were made; if
non-Jews believed with a faith like that of the Canaanite woman or the Capernaum “Centurion,”
access would not be denied them.22 Ultimately, it would appear, it is not Jewish birth that qualifies
one for the kingdom of God. Whether Jesus realized this or not before these occurrences, we may
believe he certainly did afterwards.
It may also be asked whether these acts of help are to be seen as necessarily connected with
“salvation” for these Gentiles. And an answer must take into account Jesus’ eschatological
proclamation. It is here, it seems, where the full import of these narratives begins to come forth.
Taking Luke 11:20 (“But if I drive out demons by the finger of God, then the kingdom of God has
come to you.”) as the point of departure for judging the connection between Jesus’ message and his
miracles I believe one can see that the two are wholly caught up in each other.23 It is in this sense,
then, that Jeremias’ eschatological universalism as described in Jesus’ Promise to the Nations finally
does not go far enough. He is unwilling to see in Jesus’ life any explicit movements towards
Gentiles before his resurrection. I would argue, however, that there was realized eschatology present
in Jesus’ attitude towards the nations. As two “acted out parables” these narratives enabled Jesus and
probably the disciples to see that a despised Gentile might have a faith as real, or even “realer” than
their own. The eschaton was breaking forth. The already had invaded upon the not yet. Ferdinand
Hann has written,
The promise for all nations and the narratives of the acceptance of individual
Gentiles must not be torn apart. Jesus, indeed, perforated his own works on Israel, and
did not in any way carry on a ‘mission to the Gentiles’; but his activity extended to
Samaria and far into Gentle territory; Gentiles came to him and showed an
unconditional trust such as he had not met in Israel. The gospel that was in many
cases rejected by Israel was turned into words threatening doom against God’s own
people, and became a direct promise for the Gentiles, of whose acceptance by God in
the last days the Old Testament was already aware. Thus Jesus’ message and works in
Israel became a witness among the Gentiles, and still more: as the eschatological
event already began to be realized, salvation came within the direct reach of the
Gentiles. No actual commission or order was given about a mission to the Gentiles
nor can Mark 13:10 be regarded as authentic, yet Jesus, by proclaiming to Israel the
Kingdom of God, preached the claim and salvation of God for everyone to hear, and
even the Gentiles heard the news.24
Jesus is depicted as having a concern for the nations. He is said to have thought of them, spoke
of them, and compared them favorably to his own people, the Jews. He foretold their entrance into
the kingdom and anticipated it by extending to them the benefits of his redeeming activity.
But why, I might still ask, if all this is described, Jesus is also described as spending little time among
Gentiles. It should be clear now that, in the words of John’s gospel, “the time had not yet come.” Jesus’
interventions in favor of the “Centurion” and the Syrophoenician woman are grand exceptions to the rule,
exceptional anticipations, as it were. The ingathering of the Gentiles belongs to the end of times and though the
end dawned with the coming of Jesus, it was not yet fully risen. Jesus’ earthly ministry was not the last stage of
God’s plan of salvation. The New Testament appears to teach that as long as Jesus, bound within the limits of
his earthly condition, preached in Galilee and Judea, the time of the nations had not yet come.
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But it was imminent, and Jesus did institute a body of people who would be the “angels,” the
messengers of the universal kingdom and the laborers of the eschatological harvesting. As Jeremias
phrases it, “Missionary work is a prolepsis of the eschaton, an anticipation of the eschatological
revelation of God’s glory.”25 The mission of the Twelve in Galilee would be the beginning of the
world harvest. Soon the last hour would come and they would “go and make disciples of all
nations;” they would do the work which Jesus had only inaugurated; reap where another had sown
(John 4:37).
Thus, the limitation of Jesus’ own ministry was a means to an end. And at some point, he
probably recognized this, having been taught, perhaps by the Father, in these experiences I have
been considering. Ultimately, the mission beyond Judaism was not independent of that within
Judaism but rather anchored there.
That Jesus at least can be described as an “archetypal missionary” sent from heaven to earth
may perhaps be extended to say that while on earth he was also, at least existentially, every bit a
“missionary.” He showed openness towards Gentiles. It is not only at the last judgement that the
queen of Sheba and the people of Nineveh will arise to witness against Israel (Luke 11:31-32);
already the faith of the Gentiles, as I have tried to show, demonstrated that they too had been
marked for the kingdom. The Capernaum “Centurion” and the Syrophoenician woman were
proleptical forerunners of the crowds that will come from East and West to take part in the banquet
of the kingdom with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Matt. 8:11).
These narratives then, are prefigurations of the future progress of the good news from the
covenanted people of God, namely the Jews, to a new people of God, the Gentiles. Church planters
in Japan are a part of this progress. The implications of Jesus’ encounters with Gentiles for church
planters is then, (1) to point to the roots and foundations for what they do in the plan of God
described in the Old and New Testaments and (2) in capturing again a vision of how a ministry to
the Gentiles tugging at Jesus’ heart means church planters who have been made heavy by a burden
for the people of Japan can be heartened with the thought that in the impulses that prompt and now
continue to sustain them they have a kinship with Jesus, the one called Savior and Lord.
NOTES
1. John 4:46b-54 will not be incorporated into the discussion. The narrative there is believed to
no longer involve a Gentile-related concern.
2. Also note Matthew 10:5-6: “Do not go among the Gentiles or enter any town of the Samaritans.
Go rather to the lost sheep of Israel.”
3. C.E.B. Cranfield, The Gospel According to Saint Mark, (England: Cambridge at the
University Press, 1965), p. 248.
4. George Eldon Ladd, The Presence of the Future, (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1974), p.247.
5. T.W. Manson, Jesus and the Non-Jews; (London: The Athlone Press of the University of
London, 1955), p. 16.
6. Cranfield, p. 247.
7. Cranfield, p.248.
8. Ben F. Meyer, The Aims of Jesus, (London: SCM Press Ltd., 1979), pp. 167-168.
9. Manson, p.16.
10. Ralph P. Martin, “The Pericope of the Healing of the ‘Centurion’s Servant/Son (Matt. 8:5-13 par.
Luke 7:1-10): Some exegetical Notes,” Unity and Diversity in the New Testament Theology:
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CHURCH PLANTING SINCE 1945: A SHORT SURVEY
A Historical Study by Dafinn Solheim,
Missionary of Norwegian Lutheran Mission
During World War II many churches were destroyed. Church membership also decreased in
these years. Missionaries naturally had to leave the country. But after the war the church got to its
feet rather quickly. Many missionaries returned and also many new mission groups entered the
country. From around 1950 the church in Japan was growing rather large in numbers, nearly
doubling its membership in each of the two following decades. Then came the stagnation of the
‘70’s or rather of the late ‘70’s.
A. STATISTICAL INFORMATION
In 1979 a Church Information Service survey reveals that there were 5,900 (6,300, 1985)
churches and preaching points in Japan’s 669 cities, 1,984 towns and 626 villages. This represented
a growth of 30% in 10 years. But according to this survey 8 cities and many towns and villages are
waiting for a church.
At the ‘82 Japan Congress on Evangelism, the CIS presented further information about
postwar church development in Japan. The development of churches seems to a large degree to be
parallel to the growth in membership. The CIS gives the number of churches in each district of
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Japan in 1950, 1960, 1970, and 1980. In these years the total number of Protestant churches in Japan
are, respectively, 2,120, 4,100, 5,159, and 6,027. This means that the number of churches has
increased 184% during the 30-year period. When talking about decades, in the ‘50’s there was a
93% growth, in the next decade only a 26%, and in the ‘70’s only a 17% increase in number of
churches. During the same period (1950-1980) the population in Japan grew 35%. In other words,
while there was one church for every 40,000 people in 1950, this ratio had increased to one for
19,000 in 1980. So, generally speaking. the percentage of people living near a church has doubled
since 1950. While rejoicing in this fact, we must also consider the slowdown or stagnation in the
‘70’s. When taking into consideration the population growth (church/population ratio) there was
only a 5% increase in number of churches during the last decade.
The number of churches is naturally growing fastest in the big cities: Tokyo 440 (net growth
1950-1980), Osaka 317, Kanagawa 258. But the rate of church increase shows a different picture:
Rate of Church Increase (1950-1980)1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

HIGHEST
Toyama
400%
Aichi
398%
Okinawa
373%
Ichikawa
350%
Saitama
324%

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

LOWEST
Shimane
Nagano
Ehime
Yamanashi
Kyoto

70%
77%
100%
105%
10%

The survey also shows that even if many churches are built in big cities, new churches are few in
relation to population in these areas. When church growth is compared with population growth,Tokyo
comes at the bottom: (church/population percentage increase 14%); Hyogo (63%); and Fukuoka (65%).
At the top of this list comes Toyama (350%); Kagawa (300%); Ishikawa (284%); Kumamoto (277%);
and Tokushima (269%).2 For instance in Tottori prefecture the churches are few, and only an average of
one church has been started in each of these 30 years. But because of no population growth, the density
of churches has grown 3.07 times. The survey shows that “evangelism in the less populous areas is
progressing faster in relation to the population growth than it is in the major metropolitan areas.”3
Rather surprisingly, evangelism is progressing in the less populated areas, while more than half of the
population living in major urban areas are finding proportionately less opportunity to hear the gospel.
Membership Statistics (from Japan Christian Yearbook):
1939-1949:
1949-1959:
1959-1969:
1970-1980:

242,463-200,625
200,625-376,357
376,357-694,718
701,397-738,929

decrease
increase
"
"

41.838
175,732
318,361
37,532

or
or
or
or

-17%
88%
85%
5%

The Catholic Church membership arrived at 416,306 in 1980, so the total church membership
was 1,155,235 or 0.98% of the population.
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HELPS AND HINDRANCES TO CHURCH PLANTING
In relation to church planting in Japan we come across some special problems: the land prices and
building costs in Japan rank among the world’s highest. How can a small group of believers build their
own church? Some church groups meet in homes or rented quarters. In other denominations some funds
are available for building purposes. In this connection we quote Rev. Alvin D. Hammond, a
church-planting missionary with the Churches of Christ in Japan from 1954 to 1970: “Urban land is so
fantastically expensive that the traditional pattern of a central church building now demanding parking
space as well seems to be an economic impossibility. Thus home churches, cell groups, and other
patterns seemingly must be developed, for these have often been the key to the growth of new religions.”
Another great problem is that the teachings of Shintoism and Buddhism are well woven into the
Japanese culture and society. All community life, school life, national life, and family life is part of the
Japanese “web society.” It is hard for a Japanese to withstand the opposition from these groups and break
into a new group like the church. A survey shows that almost 9/10 of those who become Christians come
from homes where religious sentiments are respected. However in the case of Christian baptism one out
of four meet with family opposition. Although there might be a slowly growing nationalism in Japan the
church meets with little active opposition. In many circles a positive attitude towards Christianity is
found. But despite a growing sense of loneliness, lack of meaning, etc., not many Japanese find their way
to a church or at least do not take a step toward baptism and church membership.
The training of an indigenous leadership for the Japanese evangelical churches was
emphasized by the missions and churches as being of central importance. There are around 40 Bible
schools and seminaries in Japan. The number of Christian workers is small. In 1980 there were
13,330 full-time Protestant workers in Japan, including 2,745 missionaries. In addition to these,
there is the lay ministry which we hope will grow stronger in the future.
Compared to many other countries, the church in Japan has a strong literary production and a
high level of education for its workers. There are also several Christian schools besides the
seminaries. The Protestant Church alone has 1,000 kindergartens and close to 500 nursery schools.
B. DENOMINATIONAL PATTERNS OF CHURCH PLANTING AND GROWTH
1. The United Church of Christ (Nihon Kirisuto Kyodan)
This church is a union of different churches that united as a result of the government policy during
the war. Some of the churches left the union after the war. In 1950, 65% of the Protestants were
members of this church, but in 1980 the percentage came down to 40. The church had its peak in 1970
with 205,000 members. In 1977, the membership came down to 188,000. The denomination then had
1,352 churches, 258 preaching points and 1,930 pastors. The membership grew from 168,000 in 1956 to
194,000 in 1966, but from 1970 to 1980 there was a decrease of 8%. The number of churches has
increased from 1,223 (1949), 1,253 (1959), and 1,327 (1969) to 1,392 (1979) or 13.8% in 30 years.
Since several years after the war, the church has been plagued by doctrinal, political, and
social dissension. This climaxed in 1969. For some years the denomination was unable to hold its
annual conferences.
When returning to church planting, we should add preaching points to the number
mentioned above. In the 1950’s eighty-one new preaching points were started, bringing
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the total number of new “churches” in the decade up to 111. Quite a number of preaching points later became
self-supporting churches. However, in the ‘60’s and ‘70’s there was a decrease in preaching points (-29 and
-30). This brought the total of new churches in the ‘60’s down to 45 and in the ‘70’s to 35. Rev. Trevor
suggests that the drop-off in the number of new churches would “indicate a disappointing loss of determination
to extend their outreach.”6 Most of the new outreach of the Kyodan in the 1950’s was the result of missionary
participation. While the number of missionaries working with the Kyodan was 359 (evangelical missionaries)
in 1959, this dropped to 208 in 1981. Since now many are engaged in educational and administrative work,
rather few are concerned with church outreach. The number of Japanese pastors grew in the ‘50’s, but has
decreased since then (1,605 in 1949; 2,394 in 1959; 1,990 in 1969; and 1,969 in 1979).
2. The Anglican Church (Seikookai)
Membership: 1949—25,000; 1981—55,000; growth 1970—’80 is 15%.
This second largest Protestant Church body has its roots back in 1859. The membership of the
church has more than doubled since the war. However, the attendance of the members on Sunday is
very low, 17% (up from 7,502 in 1957 to 9,322 in 1982). Many new contacts come from church schools
or kindergartens. More than half of their churches run a kindergarten. This work is seen as a means of
evangelism and as a contact with the community. In Trevor’s words the church has a “fairly formal and
restrained way of worship.”7 The Anglican Church runs several schools and universities.
3. Southern Baptist Convention
Even though the work of this church started already in 1890, the growth until the war was meagre.
The membership before the war reached 2,776. However, since the war the church has grown relatively
fast: 2,686 in 1950; 8,000 in 1956: 13,100 in 1960; 18,000 in 1966; 20,858 in 1970; and 25,395 in 1980.
The growth rate from 1956 to 1966 was 125%, while it dropped to 22% from 1970 to 1980. This makes
the Convention the third largest Protestant denomination. The same trend can also be seen in this church:
counting from 1950 there was great growth (390%) the first decade, less in the second (59%), and
comparitively small growth since 1970 (21%). The great growth in the ‘50’s was due to extensive church
planting. The aim was to plant churches in major cities throughout the country. The number of churches
and preaching places each decade from 1950 is as follows: 35 plus 37 (1950), 76 plus 98 (1960), 141 plus
108 (1970), 255 (including both churches and preaching places, 1980). Several factors contributed to the
good growth in the early years: one was a regular foreign subsidy for planting new churches, sufficient to
start ten new churches per year. In the 1970’s, however, radical students started an offensive against
financial aid from abroad. Then the largescale and small evangelistic campaigns to a great extent helped
the church planting. Also a large number of missionaries helped the Japanese pastors in building new
churches (now down to 90 from a maximum of 130). Generally the missionary worked alongside a
Japanese pastor, but occasionally the missionary started on his own and the pastor took over later. 8
4. The Lutheran Church
Unfortunately, we cannot go into details about church planting patterns for each denomination.
Just a few have to be selected. Some denominations are selected because of great growth in the later
years, others because they might represent a common pattern.
There are six different church bodies within the Lutheran Church in Japan. The growth in membership for all
the churches the last decade was 18%. The membership in 1980 was as follows: Japan Evangelical Lutheran Church
(JELC) 20,175; Japan Lutheran Brethren Church 600; Japan Lutheran Church (JLC) 2,987; Kinki Evangelical
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Lutheran Church 1,998; Lutheran Evangelical Christian Church of Japan 284; West Japan
Evangelical Lutheran Church (WJELC) 1,933.
(1) JELC
The work that resulted in this church was started in 1892. In 1947, the Lutherans withdrew
from the United Church. The JELC had 31 congregations with a membership of 2,490 in 1947.
After the war came a new time for extended pioneering evangelism. The membership grew to 4,129
in 1950, to 9,123 in 1954, and 23,274 in 1971. The policy of JELC in church planting is that
“missionaries and pastors should work together in every aspect of the work in pioneering
evangelism” (Fujii study seminar, March 1979). The church building boom in the ‘50’s, largely
supported by missions, has decreased very much. However, new projects are started. In Yamaguchi,
five pastors and one missionary cooperated in a ministry to the whole area. The East district of the
JELC has adopted a ten-year basic evangelism plan with a special concern for youth and students in
the metropolitan area of Tokyo. 9
(2) WJELC
The first missionary from the Norwegian Lutheran Mission (NLM) came to Japan in June,
1949. Japanese Christians early had an important part in evangelism. In the first period there were
many Bible women. A committee for evangelism was started in order to coordinate the work in
different churches and inspire the local work. An evangelist team conducted evangelistic meetings,
tent-and-film meetings. Another committee was to do research and plan where to start new
evangelistic work. The work was mainly relying on NLM for support. Money for church buildings
and land mainly came from Norway, U.S.A., and Canada.
Japanese pastors were ordained from around 1960. Until a Japanese pastor was ordained,
missionaries were pastors of the churches to a great extent, helped by Japanese evangelists, women
missionaries, Bible women, and lay people. There is also a case where the work was started by two
women missionaries and a Bible woman, while a missionary living close by functioned as pastor.
A plan for self-support was initiated by the church in 1974 (fully realized in 1982). According
to this plan churches, under WJELC should work toward self-support. In addition to these churches
there were still preaching places (small churches) under NLM supervision. In those places NLM is
responsible for the salary of workers, partly paid by the local church (except for the very start). In
this period NLM has bought land and built new churches. A part of the cost has been paid back by
the local church (into a fund for building purposes). But at present the local church is responsible
for purchase of land and building a church and a house for the pastor. Sometimes the church
receives a loan from NLM.
Since the church and mission function as two autonomous groups, they both have the right to
start new churches and other work after discussing this with the other group. Although the mission
up until now has initiated most of the new churches, the trend now is more for joint projects, already
from the start. In addition to discussion on the top level, there is a growing initiative, cooperation
and help from the local churches in pioneering new churches. Up until recently new churches have
been started quite far from other churches. Sometimes there were a few Christians in the area, at
other times none. Naturally the growth in the first years has been rather slow. Although this pattern
might be continued in the future, the trend now is to rely more on the cooperation of the local
church. The new church might develop from a house meeting or a nucleus of Christians in an area.
For instance, Aotani Lutheran Church has two branch churches: Kita Suzurandai and Itami. In
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Kita Suzurandai missionaries are functioning as pastors with good help from Japanese coworkers.
Both branch churches have experienced good growth. Also Osaka Lutheran Church has a branch
church in Taishi.
In addition to the church’s evangelism committee, a study project Evangelism Committee was
started 3 years ago. In this committee four representatives from the church and four from the
mission are studying the prospects for evangelism and church planting. After two years of study the
first project will be launched in 1986. The Committee was partly initiated because of the long-range
planning of WJELC, aiming at 50 churches in the year 2000. From the present 27 churches the goal
is to plant 8 churches in the first period (till 1990). In some cases the new church might be a
daughter church; in other cases there will be cooperation of different churches in one area.
When looking back, we understand that a number of churches were started in the ‘70’s: Osaka
(Kita), Midorigaoka, Kakogawa, Himeji Higashi, Yooka, Shodoshima, Tamashima, Higashi
Fukuyama, Izumo, Kurayoshi, and Kita Suzurandai, increasing the number from 17 to 27. Work was
also started in Tokyo, but this has been discontinued. The membership grew from 680 in 1960, close
to 1,000 In 1969, to 1,803 in 1978, to 2,175 in 1982, and to 2,268 in 1984.
5. The Holiness Kyodan
This group experienced exceptional growth from 1924 to 1932, but a split in 1936 and oppression
during the war caused the membership to drop drastically. Since the war there has been a large increase
of churches. However, the increase in both membership and starting of new churches nearly stopped in
the ‘60’s. Number of churches: 1951:41; 1960:114; 1970:116; 1980:134. The membership grew from
2,700 in 1956 to 4,991 in 1966. The last decade the church had a growth of 56%.
There seem to be three main reasons why the church experienced good growth since 1970.
First, an enlargement of existing congregations. Second, the starting of a number of new churches,
and third, the restarting of the earlier “Every Creature Crusade.”10 A revolving fund has been of
great help in order that new congregations could build their own churches. One of the distinctives of
the Holiness church before the war was the witness and participation of lay believers. But the
tendency now is that the pastor does most of the work. Missionaries do not start churches on their
own, but work with existing churches.
An example of how the Holiness churches are working can be seen in K.L. Snider’s book (pp.
41 ff.) Komatsugawa Church of Christ. Characteristic of this church is that it tries to build bridges to
reach the community: a kindergarten, a scouting program, participation in the area community chest
and promoting health care are mentioned. Another key word for this church is “Shared Ministry” and
an intensive lay training. In 1978 the church transferred several members to a branch church. The
church has opened two evangelistic halls. Concerning daughter churches we quote the following:
“With approximately 80% of the Komatsugawa congregation living beyond walking
distance of the mother church, the leadership of the church may want to consider the
future possibility of establishing independent daughter churches in areas where a
sufficient nucleus for beginning new congregations already exists. These people would
provide the initial leadership for the new congregations and the time and money saved in
travel could be spent in evangelistic thrust in new areas.”
6. Immanuel General Mission
The work started in 1946 grew to 10,469 members in 1980. From 1956 to 1966
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the growth was 142% (2,752 to 6,682) and the last decade 40%. Growth in this church has come
both from increase in existing congregations and from starting new ones. From 14 churches and
preaching points in 1950 the Mission increased to a total of 87 churches and 61 preaching points in
1980—with little missionary help. There is a rule that every church must start a branch church as
soon as possible.12 In Shizuoka one church started 11 other churches.
Rev. Harold Johnson outlines some reasons why this church experienced good growth. He
asked (in 1968). “In the ensuing twenty-two years these eight (members) have become over seven
thousand. How can a church in Japanese society grow like this?”13
(1) Members are preserved. As members move to new areas a regular home meeting is
started as soon as possible. In this way members are preserved and new churches are established.
For instance the Funabashi Church had eight branch Church Schools (1968). Most of these are held
in the homes of believers. Pastor Saoshiro has stated that at least one-third of the Funabashi church
members are converted through the ministry of the church school.14 In 1978 the membership was
388, average Sunday morning attendance 273, and church school attendance 572.
(2) Pastor’s and laymen’s vision: Since 1946 the Shizuoka Church, through the pastor’s vision,
has started nine congregations. They all have full-time pastors and all but one has its own church building,
Some financial help has come from headquarters, but the main efforts have come from the local
congregations.15 Many laymen have a similar vision and commitment, and all the laity has a chance to
assist through the Pioneer Offering Fund. Through a monthly unit several millions have been gathered for
church extension. Through this fund assistance is given to local churches. In this self-supporting church
each local church must tithe its total income other than building funds for the support of the headquarters.
(3) Another factor contributing to the church’s growth is its interest in foreign missions. “As foreign
mission efforts on the part of the Japanese Church have increased, interest and finances for the domestic work
has grown concurrently. Could this not be one answer to the ‘why?’ of church growth?”16
(4) In connection with its Wesleyan tradition the following are also seen as reasons for
growth: 1. The preaching of the necessity of living the Spirit-filled life. 2. The spirit of sacrifice
instilled in the hearts of both pastors and people.17
7. TEAM (The Evangelical Alliance Mission in Japan from 1891) and NDKK (Nihon Domei
Kirisuto Kyodan).
After the Holiness Kyodan, the NDKK has the largest growth among the Protestants during the last
decade: 50%. The membership of the church: 1921: 510, 1939: 1.034, 1949: 960, 1951: 1,832, 1976: 5,189,
1981: 6,100. The church has been successful in planting new churches. Most of them are started by missionaries.
Occasionally pastor-led churches have started daughter churches without missionary help. The TEAM exists as
an independent organization but is working in good cooperation with the NDKK. The number of missionaries
was 133 in 1981. Rev. Hugh Trevor lists the following reasons for the success of TEAM’s church planting:
1. Concentration on large urban centers (more responsive).
2. Separate church and mission organizations—leaving the missionaries free to engage in
pioneer evangelism.
3. Good relationship between mission and national church.
4. A working policy of obtaining church buildings (including a fund).
5. Fine Japanese pastors.
6. Strategic projects.18
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8. In Dr. Snider’s book we can obtain some more knowledge of the Kure Christian and
Missionary Alliance Church (p. 69 ff.).
Since 1960 the Kure church has given birth to six churches with plans ahead for ten more churches
(1980). Typical for this church is the family system: “The family system of the Kure Alliance Church
which has been practiced for 18 years encompasses the ministry of Christians to one another and to
persons still outside the family. When one member of the family is known to be hurting, whatever the hurt,
sickness, grief, loneliness, or financial distress—other members of the family rush to help.”19
Lay people in the congregation take notes from the message, so they in turn can go out and preach.
Rev. Komiyama says: “My principal roles are those of teaching, preaching and leading the people into
their ministry.”20 A main task of the pastor is that of equipping the people of God for their ministry. He
also stresses that the ministry of evangelism is a total church responsibility and must be continuous. He
is confident that “when ten people who have been taught stewardship and have practiced it, form the
nucleus of a new congregation, the new congregation is able to support its pastor.”21 The following are
given as reasons for growth: (1) dynamic pastoral leadership; (2) total involvement in ministry; every
believer should be engaged in the ministry of prayer, evangelism, joyful giving, and adventuring and
accomplishing for the Kingdom; lay people are trained during and through ministry; (3) planned church
multiplication; (4) shared leadership; (5) rigid priority system.
9. The Reformed Church (Kaikakuha)
The church grew from 3,030 in 1956 to 4,097 in 1966 (35%). The last decade the growth has
been 34%. The number of churches has roughly doubled since 1951. Twenty-four missionaries are
helping start new churches. The church has a reputation for teaching its members very thoroughly.
This has also resulted in a high level of Sunday worship attendance.
10. Japan Evangelical Free Church Mission
The work started in 1949 and in 1980 there were 1,533 active members and a Sunday worship
attendance of 2,019. This church has seen the greatest growth of all similar groups in recent years (about 600
members in 1970). The following are given as reasons for growth in membership and number of churches.
1. The high quality of their pastors.
2. A most effective church-planting policy.
3. The vision pastors and church members have for starting new churches.
In 1955 the church had five local churches and a few other preaching points. The Japan
Evangelical Free Church was officially organized in 1957. In 1960 the number of churches were still the
same and the total membership 149. Two years later a church planting ministry was begun by Dale
Halstrom. In 1965 Hatogaya Church was officially organized. In this connection Rev. Furuyama says:
“It took a long time for this struggling church to be established as an organized congregation. This
teaches us a very important lesson. Unless you invest different resources, manpower, money, time, etc.,
you will lose a great deal and it can take years before you can really get established.” 22
The year 1967 was decisive in the history of the church. In Nagoya, work was started as a
HOME MISSION PROJECT by the Conrads and Miss Tanaka. All the churches cooperated in
getting this work started with assistance from the mission. Another event of the year was the
establishment of the CO-OPERATIVE EVANGELISM COMMITTEE (CEC). From this time the
national church and the mission (both independent organizations) began to cooperate in partnership
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relationship in planting churches. The mission contributed a large sum of money to the building
fund and also provided money for rent and other expenses where missionary personnel were
working. They have used several different patterns of church planting.
(1). Cooperation from all churches and assistance from the mission. The Nagoya Church
mentioned above is an example of this. The Nagoya Church became a strong church and four other
churches were started later in Chubu district.
(2). “Church extension evangelism” or starting of daughter churches. In this case one church is
mainly responsible for the new work that might start as a home meeting. In one case a Christian
family joined with a missionary to get a new work going.
(3). Cooperation of several churches in one area. In 1973 three churches in the Kanto area
cooperated in starting another church in Kawaguchi. In 1975 the Nagoya Nishi Church was started
with the assistance of two already existing churches and the mission. In many cases several church
members transfer their membership to a new church. A daughter church started by one church might
also become a project for several churches in one area (Kawagoe Church).
(4). Multiple ministry (team-pastoring) to reach the whole city (Yao Church, cf. Snider p. 121).
Under the leadership of four pastors, the Evangelical Free Church has a vision of reaching the entire city
of Yao for Christ (1980). The church membership has grown from 64 in 1969 to 472 in 1978, and Sunday
worship attendance from 70 to 545. Reasons for growth are given as follows: (a) Strict adherence to a
Biblical, evangelical faith. (b) Every Christian involved in sharing the faith. (c) The establishment of
branch congregations as a main goal: this church believes that the establishment of neighborhood
churches will produce greater growth than the enlargement of a single congregation.24 (d) Dynamic
pastoral leadership. (e) Shared leadership: The church’s Board of Deacons consists of 94 members. Even
preparation of candidates for baptism is for the most part in the hands of laymen. They are convinced that
a church will grow only as fast as strong leaders share responsibility with the clergy.25 (f) Christian nurture
and lay training programs. (h) Positive confrontation of culture. (i) Periodic evaluation of activities.
Returning to the Evangelical Free Church as a whole, the number of churches grew to 27 in
1977 with a Sunday worship attendance of 1,503, and a budget of Ұ230 million. In 1985 they have
40 churches with a membership of 2,800, Sunday morning attendance of 3,409, and a budget of 600
million yen. The goal is to reach 300 churches in 2025.
11. The Church of the Nazarene
The Japan Christian Yearbook gives the first statistics for the year 1921. The membership was
then 412. There seems to have been a steady increase in active members from 2,000 in 1950 to
3,500 in 1968. The number of churches also increased from 33 established churches in 1951 to 68 in
1970, but only to 73 by 1990.
The church has three or four patterns in planting new churches. The first is a missionary
family going to a new place to establish a church. The missionaries do not have a Japanese coworker.
Then in the same manner there arc Japanese pastors who go to a new place to plant a church. In
most cases young people, for instance seminary graduates, have been used in this connection. Then
there is the case of one church splitting into two. In this case the old church will have to transfer
several members to the new church. In some cases the new church nucleus might start around one or
more members. In the beginning there are meetings on weekdays once or twice a month. Then
meetings gradually increase and Sunday afternoon services are started. In the starting phase a pastor
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of another church will have responsibility for the new church.
In financial matters, usually the churches in one district are responsible for the evangelization in their
area. While starting new work they might ask the denomination to pay the salary for one worker, while the
churches in the area will cover other expenses. The denomination has a special fund for the building of new
churches. Loans from this fund are without interest, but the loan must be paid back to the fund.
Research is necessary before one tries to establish a church in a new area. For instance, will
most people from the outside be unlikely to go to a church in a factory living area. Christians might
go to church anywhere within a certain distance, but not so with newcomers. The people in one area
will most likely follow certain customs. This must be taken into consideration.
12. Far East Gospel Crusade and Nihon Shinyaku Kyodan
While the missionary started a new church, he was not allowed to stay more than 4 years. Now
he is often welcomed to continue his work, but the mission feels that a Japanese pastor is needed
after four years. When a new church has a membership of 20 they usually try to get property and a
church building. The mission gives some loans, and tries to help one church per year.
13. The Liebenzeller Mission
In 1980 they had 38 missionaries in Japan and 35 churches, of which 6 were pastored by
missionaries. The churches are still planted by missionaries. When a pastor takes over, the church
has to provide 80% of his salary while the rest can be supplied from central funds.
D. TOWARD SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Naturally church growth and church planting are closely related. Church growth might lead to planting
of new churches, and on the other hand planting of new churches might lead to better church growth.
1. We will therefore summarize some of the factors leading to church growth:
(1). The Spiritual Aspect: A strong Biblical foundation, importance of preaching, prayer and a
warm fellowship.
(2). Intent to Grow and Built-in Evaluation: Bold plans, centrality of evangelism and faith
projections are some key words.
(3). Organic Growth: The role of the pastor is important. In Rev. Furuyama’s words:
“Selection of right pastors is the real key to successful ministry.”26 But the pastor alone cannot do all
the work. The mobilization and training of lay people are very important. Shared leadership will
help a church to grow. In Japan personalized communication seems to be most effective in outreach.
(4). Bridges to the Community: As long as a church is isolated from the society it cannot
grow very much. The service aspect of the church in Japan is weak, but some churches had some
success in bridging the gap between the church and the community.
(5). Planned Church Multiplication: In most cases church planting and outreach does not just
happen. There needs to be vision, planning and a strong will to reach the unreached.
2. Important Findings to Consider in Future Church Planting:
(1). A gifted pastor or missionary: People who write about church growth and church
planting have pointed out the importance of a dynamic pastoral leadership. It could also be noted
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here that gifts given by God can also be developed. It seems like the atmosphere in a denomination is
important in connection with outreach and church planting. A vision can be shared and create new
optimism. The team-ministry mentioned earlier could also open new possibilities, and help and
encouragement. In the early ‘50’s team work among missionaries, pastors and lay people was quite
common.
(2). Lay participation, training, and leadership: There is the danger of stressing the importance of the
pastor so much that everything depends upon the pastor. He is responsible for both growth and non-growth.
There is a great need for the People of God to share this burden, to reach out to win new people. The shared
leadership pattern, lay training programs, etc., are typical for churches that are growing and also planting
new branch churches, e g. “The ministry of every believer is the way of life of this congregation.”
(3). A nucleus where the new church is founded: There seems to be a trend in church planting recently
to try not to start in a vacuum. Church planting is always concerned to reach new people, but this does not
necessarily in Japan mean somewhere far away. The great masses of people and the structure and pattern of
society mean that many “groups” in Japan are not reached by the Gospel. The pastor and missionary need lay
coworkers and sharers of the Gospel. Branch churches, house meetings developing into churches, and dividing
of churches in order to found a new church are among the church-planting patterns in Japan today.
(4). Funds: The high cost of land and building in Japan might be a hindrance to church planting.
Many of the churches planting new churches today have some kind of help for new churches in order
that they might be able to obtain their own church building—such as a revolving fund, a certain
percentage of local churches’ budgets for outreach, or a loan from mission and other sources.
(5). Japanese pastor or missionary: compared with the ‘50’s naturally the percentage of
Japanese pastors in pioneering work is growing in relation to missionaries. But there is no clear
pattern. Some denominations have only or mostly Japanese in pioneer work, while missionaries are
very active in others. In many cases there is team work.
There seems to be a renewed vision and concern among evangelical Christians today about outreach,
evangelism and especially church planting. Organizations such as CIS (Church Information Service) and
KDK (Kokunai Kaitaku Dendokai, a Japan pioneer evangelism group) have given valuable information and
inspiration in this connection. Millions of Japanese are still waiting for a living presentation of the Gospel.
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CRITIQUE
by Hugh Trevor

I must say I found this paper rather difficult to understand fully, partly because of a lack of
explanation of how the material was being presented, and partly because of a wealth of statistics which
are rather difficult to understand without the use of graphs (and to understand through the ear alone).
However, eventually I realized that there were four parts in this paper. (1) The statistical
explanation of postwar growth; (2) the particular problems; (3) the outline of certain denominations;
and (4) the final summary of principles, and I consider these four parts to form quite a good way of
giving an overall view of what has happened in those postwar years.
However, even here I felt there were some problems about this paper. (1) In dealing with different
denominations, Dr. Solheim does not always compare the same factors (e.g., he says how much money
has been given in offerings in one denomination, but not in others); some denominations he explains in
considerable detail, in others he only gives an outline. (This variety also saves the paper from being too
repetitious and boring). (2) There are some minor points of difficulty; eg., he mentions on page 1 that
“the development of churches is parallel to growth in membership,” but in his further explanation he
seems to compare the development of churches to growth in the population of Japan—not to
membership, and is this a mistake? In the statistical section there are sudden changes in the subject being
considered, and my mind could not keep up with the change.
There is not much reference to the large number of denominations and mission agencies and
whether this has had a good or bad effect on church growth. There is not much reference to different
theological emphases (including R.C.) and whether one theological emphasis is more effective in
Japan than another. Also I would like to have heard at the end of the paper about the impingement of
Christianity on the average consciousness of the average Japanese person. In other words, have
churches (and here one must take into account schools, mass media, literature, etc.) made Japanese
people conscious of the presence of Christian churches and the meaning of Christianity and its
relevance to people’s lives? However, one cannot cover everything in a ¾-hour paper, and I thank
Dr. Solheim for what he has presented.
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF EDUCATIONAL MINISTRIES TO CHURCH PLANTING
A Case Study by Philip Kinley
Missionary of the Church of God Mission, Principal of Tamagawa Seigakuin Girl’s School.
INTRODUCTION
“Listen, a sower went out to sow. And as he sowed some seed fell along the path and the birds
came and devoured it.” So begin the words of Jesus’ unforgettable parable, the sower. This story
might well be called “The Planter,” and its contents a blueprint for planting the Church in Japan.
The topic assigned to the writer is, “Contributions of Educational Ministries to Church
Planting.” Frankly, when first approached by the committee, his first inclination was to refuse for
reason of lack of time and the necessary expertise to deal adequately with this topic. However, after
a series of conversations with the committee, it was agreed that a case study of one school be
written showing what it is doing in this general area.
The school chosen for this project is Tamagawa Seigakuin Girls Junior-Senior High School in
Tokyo. For the past twelve years, the writer has served as principal of this school and therefore
writes as an insider and obviously with a certain amount of bias.
While realizing that the term “church planter” has a rather specialized meaning for this seminar, the
writer prefers to give the term a bit broader definition than its normal usage. He is suggesting for the
purposes of this paper that “church planting” and “evangelism” be synonymous. Therefore, the
purpose of this paper will be to consider some contributions of educational ministries in helping to
establish the Christian Church in Japan.
While this is not a historical study, it can be safely said that the earliest Christian schools in
Japan had a direct relation to church planting. This was done through the several “Christian bands”
which were organized in the early years of the first mission schools in Japan. The training these
young men received from missionaries in various schools resulted in their forming bands which had
a great effect on evangelism and church planting. For example, the Kumamoto Band had its origin
in a school headed by an American Christian, L.L. Janes; and the Sapporo Band from the school
headed by W.S. Clark. The point is that from their inception, mission schools have been involved in
the Christian witness and evangelism of Japan.
Perhaps it should be noted that there are various types of educational ministries in Japan, each
of them making unique contributions to evangelism. The most well-known and most highly visible
are the many Christian schools known as mission schools. Most of them are either secondary or
college level institutions, with a few having pre-school and elementary school departments as well.
Many of these schools were started during the latter part of the nineteenth century as the various
Protestant missions became established in this country.
Another type of ministry is the local church-supported kindergarten and nursery schools.
These schools have in some cases had a significant influence on the local community where the
church serves. They also have been a major source of students for the churches’ Sunday School and
other related programs.
Another type is the specialty school operated either by Christians or Christian institutions.
Most of these are English language schools. Some of these are very small, consisting of only one
teacher in a local church. Others are large schools with full-time faculties and large student bodies.
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The writer does not intend to minimize the contributions of any of these types of ministries,
however, he has chosen to limit himself to a case study of one type only—the mission school.
CASE STUDY
Tamagawa Seigakuin is a Christian Girls Junior-Senior High School, associated with the
Church of God and is located in Jiyugaoka in Tokyo. It was founded in 1950 as a joint effort
between the Missionary Board of the Church of God and the Church of God in Japan. A pastor of
the Church of God, Shigetoshi Taniguchi, a graduate of Tokyo Imperial University, was chosen as
its first principal and administrative head. This school had previously operated as a private girls’
secondary school known as “Hiyashi Gakuen.” Upon the death of the owner of this small struggling
school on the verge of bankruptcy, it was arranged for the Church of God to buy the school,
reorganize it and operate it as a Christian or “Mission” school. In 1950 the student enrollment was
slightly over one hundred; classes were housed in a small two-story wooden building which was
badly in need of repair. The first ten years Tamagawa Seigakuin was subsidized by the Missionary
Board in the United States. Especially the first five years were financially difficult years. Often there
was the question of whether the school would survive or not.
Gradually enrollment increased and the financial condition improved. Eventually the original
building was replaced and new facilities were added. For the past several years the school has been
operating at maximum student capacity, approximately three hundred and fifty students in Junior
High and seven hundred and fifty in Senior High.
With this historical background in mind, the specific educational goals of Tamagawa
Seigakuin will be identified.
The primary goal as defined in the school catalogue is building Christian character. The
educational foundation and philosophy of the school is built on the teachings of Jesus Christ and the
Bible. In Japanese, this goal is called “Jinkaku kyoiku,” meaning that the student must be educated
and nurtured not only intellectually, but spiritually, emotionally and physically as well. The aim is to
develop an integrated, well-rounded, balanced Christian personality. Each student is important and
every student is encouraged to grow and develop her potential. More specifically, as each student is
introduced to Christ, and grows in knowledge and faith, it is desired that she will develop Christian
character patterned on the teachings of Christ.
The second goal is more academically oriented, aiming at preparing happy, successful and
useful citizens for Japanese society. While the school provides no specific training for college
entrance exams, it believes that conscientious study in each class every day and mastering the
material covered is the best preparation for college entrance exams in the long run.
Next, the writer would like to deal more specifically with the religion program at Tamagawa
Seigakuin. In other words, specifically what the school is doing in attempting to accomplish the goal
of building Christian character.
The first underlying assumption is that all students are expected to participate in the religious program. In all
its promotional materials, the school clearly states its Christian position and the policy that all students are required
to participate. Over ninety percent of all new students come from non-Christian backgrounds. These students are
not, of course, expected to know anything about Christianity, but it is expected they will show a positive attitude in
studying and participating in the Christian activities of the school. At the time of the entrance exam at Tamagawa
Seigakuin, this policy is again verified. During the personal interviews, each student is asked if she
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understands and consents to this policy.
Another assumption is that Christian teachers are essential for Christian training. Christian
teaching and training must not, indeed cannot, be confined to the chapel period or the Bible
instruction hour. It must pervade the entire atmosphere of the school. This can be done only as
committed Christian teachers live their faith day by day on the campus. In all situations they are
Christ’s ambassadors to the students. In some cases they may only rarely speak of Christianity in the
classroom, but always they teach, live and act as disciples of Christ. Tamagawa Seigakuin feels so
strongly about this proposition that it has worked very hard to acquire Christian teachers who are
both academically qualified and active participants in the Christian faith. The administration is
proud of the fact that approximately eighty percent of the forty-seven full-time faculty members are
Christians, as well as over one-half of the part-time instructors.
The basic religious program at Tamagawa Seigakuin consists of the following:
1. Daily chapel—a twenty-minute period at the beginning of the school day attended by all
students. The Junior High and Senior High divisions are separated, each having its own
meeting place. Christian teachers take turns in speaking on a theme and scripture assigned
each week.
2. The school day closes with a short homeroom period at which time devotions are held in
each homeroom. These are usually led by students.
3. Weekly instruction in Bible. This is academic instruction given to each class, one hour each
week for all six years.
4. Special religious activities. (a) In the early spring a three-day orientation camp is held for all
new students. The basic purpose is religious instruction. (b) An annual Bible Camp is held
for all Junior High students with primary emphasis on Christian teaching. (c) A summer
Bible Camp on a voluntary basis is provided for High School students. The primary
emphasis is evangelism and personal commitments to Christ. (d) Special Thanksgiving and
Christmas Worship services. Student participation is encouraged at the Thanksgiving
Service through presenting of fruit and vegetables to be distributed among welfare
institutions, and the receiving of an offering during the Christmas service to support various
social welfare organizations. (e) A one-week work camp experience for Senior High
students is provided each summer for volunteers to help in a Senior citizens home operated
by a Christian organization. (f) Religion Clubs for both Junior and Senior High students
provide further opportunities for study and service.
Another very important factor in the religious program at Tamagawa Seigakuin is cooperating
with local churches. The administration at Tamagawa Seigakuin feels that a necessary function of
the mission school is to relate students to the local church. The church is the primary vehicle
instituted by Christ for fellowship, nurture and propagating the Christian faith. It is a serious error
for the “mission school” to stand apart from, or ignore, the local church.
One of the slogans at Tamagawa Seigakuin is that the school week begins on Sunday with
worship in church. The school policy is that all Junior High students are required to attend a church
service on Sunday. This usually consists of Sunday School for the Junior High students. Students are
required to have their church attendance cards stamped by an officer of the church they attend.
These are collected once a month by the homeroom teachers. A recent survey showed that
ninety-four per cent of the Junior High students attended church twice or more times a month.
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Tamagawa Seigakuin policy is that whenever possible, students attend churches either in their
local Communities or churches with which they have some acquaintance. Therefore, the school does
not have a campus church. Students are encouraged to continue in the life of the church after
graduation from Tamagawa Seigakuin, hence the emphasis on attending a church where that
relationship is likely to be maintained. Upon entering school, students are advised of churches in
their area and are urged to attend one of these if they have no other preference.
In an attempt to teach responsibility for one’s own spiritual life, Sunday church attendance at
the High School level is not compulsory. However, students are advised and urged to attend by their
homeroom teachers and Bible instructors. When a particular activity is put on a voluntary basis, the
percentage of participation is often not as great as in a compulsory program; however, the quality of
participation may be higher because it is self-motivated. A recent survey showed that about
thirty-three percent of the High School students attended church once or more times a month.
Because the school feels that church life is important for the students and that better bridges needed to be
built between the school and the local churches, several years ago a cooperating committee between
Tamagawa Seigakuin and approximately twenty churches in the area was formed. These churches have
various backgrounds such as Church of God, Baptist, Nihon Kirisuto Kyodan. Lutheran, Independent,
Emmanuel and Covenant. All of these churches and their leaders share a common concern for the spiritual
lives of Tamagawa Seigakuin students. At least once a year, leaders from these churches meet with Tamagawa
Seigakuin teachers to share with each other on how best to help students be active in these local churches.
The religious program of Tamagawa Seigakuin is directed by the Faculty committee on religion. This
committee is composed of at least one faculty representative from each school grade, plus the school principal.
The chairman of this committee is chosen from its members and is a “lay” person. Tamagawa Seigakuin does
not have a school chaplain as such. Final responsibility for the religious training of students rests in the hands
of the school principal. In addition, each Christian teacher is responsible for the religious training of students,
hence the current policy of the school is that a “school chaplain” is not needed.
In an effort to encourage student participation in the morning Chapel service, students who
volunteer take turns acting as chairman for the service. A volunteer choir, which functions as a
school club, sings at the daily High School chapel service and at other special school functions. The
Junior High Handbell Club performs once a week in the Junior High Chapel.
Evaluation
Perhaps it should be noted that, since the writer is intimately involved in the school life at
Tamagawa Seigakuin, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to make an objective evaluation.
Recognizing this limitation, he will try to evaluate as fairly as possible.
Before evaluating the specifics of Tamagawa Seigakuin’s program, two prior questions must
be raised. First, should “mission” schools contribute to church planting? Is this a legitimate function
of mission school education? Perhaps there are those who would argue that their chief responsibility
is to provide high quality academic training for their students. A school’s primary job is to educate
and not evangelize.
The writer agrees that the mission school should provide good quality academic instruction,
but of course this should also be said for all schools, Christian or otherwise. The writer believes the
fact that a school is Christian places upon it an added responsibility to attempt as far as is possible to
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obey the Great Commission of Christ to “make disciples of all nations.” Being an educational
institution will obviously affect how this is carried out. One cannot expect the methods used by the
local church to be transferred en toto to the mission school.
Sometimes the question is raised, should the Mission school put more emphasis on Christian
education or evangelism? Being a school and at the same time a public institution entrusted with the
community’s youth, great care must be exercised in both Christian education and evangelism. The
writer feels it is impossible to separate the two and debate “either” “or”; but rather they are two sides of
the coin and they must complement each other if the mission school is to achieve its purpose.
The second question is, are mission schools able to make a positive contribution to church
planting in Japan? Even if it is agreed that the mission school’s responsibility is to make disciples,
can they produce? Or is it expecting too much from them?
Recognizing individual differences in the many mission schools in Japan makes it impossible to state
categorically that every school can and has contributed to church growth. However, the writer believes the
mission school can make a significant contribution when the following conditions are met. One is a desire to
evangelize. If this is clearly one of the goals of the school, this is the first step. Second is “know-how” in
building a significant program of Christian outreach in the school. Third is putting top priority on the religious
program. It does little good to have a policy on paper only. Every effort should be expended to make it an
integral part of the life of the school. Fourth is finances to back up the program. Adequate financing must be
provided by the school, if the religious program is to be significant and have meaning for students.
In addition to the above questions, the writer would like to make a general observation. He
feels it is necessary to look on educational ministries as being an arm to help in the evangelizing of
Japan. However, this assistance in evangelism doesn’t happen without effort. In other words,
Christian schools do not naturally contribute to the growth of the Church. In order to make a
significant contribution, schools must develop and enforce what the writer calls a “ladder
philosophy of evangelism.”
The first rung of the ladder consists of teaching the fundamentals of the Christian faith. Basic
to any effective program of evangelism is a consistent teaching witness emphasizing Biblical truth.
The second rung consists of helping students build a significant relationship with a local
church. Without the fellowship of the church, one’s relation to the Christian faith will usually
stagnate at the first or intellectual level. Through participation in the church, it is hoped students will
learn that the Christian faith is not just a set of Biblical propositions—but that the Christian faith
must actually be lived and experienced in order to be valid.
The third rung is leading students to commitment of faith. As they grow in their understanding
of what Christianity is, their faith should be encouraged to grow so they can experience for
themselves the new life in Christ.
The fourth rung is training committed Christians how to be witnesses and share their faith with
those with whom they come in contact in their daily lives. The goal should be for every committed
Christian in Japan to be a witnessing disciple for Jesus Christ.
Concerning Tamagawa Seigakuin’s religious program, the writer offers the following as
strengths.
l. A clear statement as to its religious purpose. There appears to be little doubt among those
related to the school that the primary goal is building Christian character.
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2. A fairly well-balanced program for introducing and teaching the Christian faith to students
as well as providing opportunities for participating in religious activities.
3. A large percentage of the faculty is actively Christian and participating in the religious
program of the school.
4. The emphasis on students participating in church life, by being active in local churches.
5. The program of cooperation with local churches seems helpful to both the school and the
cooperating churches.
At the same time several weaknesses are apparent.
1. The small number of High School students who actually participate regularly in a local
church. Several reasons may account for this. Because church attendance is compulsory at
the Junior High level and voluntary at Senior High level, some students feel that when they
have been promoted to High School, they have graduated from the responsibility of church
attendance. Another reason is lack of initiative. It is difficult to get up on Sunday morning
to go to church when it is so much easier to use this time to sleep in. Another problem is
competing club activities on Sunday. At Tamagawa Seigakuin, no club activities are
permitted on Sunday except for participation in official league games. However, since most
of these games are held on Sunday, it makes it difficult to be regular in church attendance—
especially if one’s team continues to win its games and therefore is required to continue to
play on Sundays. Another problem is that some students feel that Sunday must be used for
study for college entrance exams. This attitude is especially prevalent among third year
High School students.
Last, it seems that church life itself is unappealing to youth. Many churches are
composed of primarily older people or are very small or do not have active youth programs.
Each of these is a factor which discourages students from attending.
2. The small number of Christians in the student body. Approximately ten percent of the
students are baptized Christians when they graduate from High School. With so much time
and effort put into religious training, shouldn’t there be larger visible results? Or, more
positively—what can be done to increase the harvest? Of course, it may be argued that
many students become Christians after graduation, so that it isn’t entirely accurate to state
there is only a ten percent ratio of Christians. Another question to be raised is, how much
responsibility should the local churches share in leading Tamagawa Seigakuin students to
Christian commitment?
3. Some students feel pressured to become Christians. While the school makes a positive
Christian witness, it is not the intention of the school to force any student unwillingly to
make decisions related to faith. It is observed that usually the students who voice this
criticism are often ones who have other problems related to school life. Perhaps some may
use this criticism as a means of attacking the school at its most vulnerable point. It may also
be said that an additional factor relating to this criticism may be what is called in
evangelical circles as “being under conviction.” The major problem may be a resistance to
the Holy Spirit’s leading rather than a criticism of school policy.
4. Relating the Christian faith to life. Many students participate positively in the religious
activities of the school; however, they feel this is all that is required—so religion is
divorced from life. When this occurs, obviously the student’s understanding of the
Christian faith is still very immature.
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5. There needs to be more communication between churches and Christian schools on how
best to help each other. An annual meeting is not adequate. One idea is for teachers to visit
churches where Tamagawa Seigakuin students attend; however, the problem of fitting this
into an already crowded schedule is a major one.
Some Accomplishments
Briefly, the writer would like to share some specific accomplishments of Tamagawa
Seigakuin’s religious program. First, one church has been planted directly as a result of the ministry
of Tamagawa Seigakuin. Three years after Tamagawa Seigakuin was organized as a mission school,
the Tamagawa Church of God congregation was formed. One of its primary objectives was to
minister to the spiritual needs of Tamagawa Seigakuin students. As a result, many of the present
members of this church are graduates of Tamagawa Seigakuin. This church has been instrumental in
launching at least one additional congregation.
The second accomplishment has been the sending of many students to local churches and these
students in turn have made a significant contribution to these churches, continuing after graduation
to hold responsible places of leadership in these churches. As Tamagawa Seigakuin students have
been a strengthening force in these churches, this has given the churches additional resources to use
in evangelistic outreach.
Third, Tamagawa Seigakuin has had a major influence in channeling students into Christian
service. Many former students minister through kindergarten teaching, teaching in Christian Schools,
and in various forms of welfare and social service; in addition, a number of graduates now serve as
pastors’ wives.
Perhaps these accomplishments are small in comparison to the opportunities for evangelism.
However, the writer is convinced that one of the most important ministries of the mission school is
to plant the seeds of the gospel. Faithful and consistent seed planting will bring forth a harvest. Only
God Himself will be able to determine the final results, Jesus teaches in the parable of the soils, that
seed fell on four different types of ground. For various reasons three of these did not produce a
harvest. But the seed that fell on good soil flourished and grew and produced an abundant harvest.
Even though there were varying results from the good soil, all were equally recognized by the Lord.
As the seeds of the gospel of Jesus Christ continue to be planted through the ministry of mission
schools in Japan, Jesus calls his disciples to remain faithful in season and out. Inevitably some seed
will not produce a harvest; but some will fall on fertile ground and will bring a rich harvest, thereby
making a vital contribution to planting the Church of Jesus Christ in Japan.
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PARA-LOCAL CHURCH GROUPS AND CHURCH PLANTING
A Research Paper by Dick Endersby
A Navigators Missionary to Japan.
It is right that we take a serious look at the para-local church group’s contribution to the
planting of local churches, While an accurate account defies research as many para-local church
societies are virtually unknown one- or two-person nonprofit agencies, the number of groups now
numbers between five and ten thousand. Clearly, God is using at least some of these groups in
significant ways to further his kingdom. I believe it would be a great mistake not to give serious
consideration to using this resource. Obviously, people hold different views as to why para-local
church groups are proliferating. The fact that they should, leads layman and clergy alike to ask how
their resources can be used to further God’s work in any given community.
The intent of this paper is to help broaden our perspective on these groups and suggest ways to
enhance cooperation between local churches and para-local church groups in reaching the unreached
peoples and in building up the redeemed, the two primary concerns of the Church.
From a historical perspective we can gain insight into how God has used such non-local
church groups in the past and perhaps gain some clues as to how we can better work together in the
future. Time forbids anything like a comprehensive review of this subject but we can note several
historical lessons.
Dr. Ralph Winter points out that the earliest functioning missionary expressions were mobile
functions and specialists similar to some para-local church groups today. If we look at the life of
Paul we see him planting local fellowships in places like Corinth and Thesselonica. The scriptures
do not teach, however, that he was under their authority. Paul and Barnabas were sent from the
church at Antioch (Acts 13:1-3) at the prompting of the Holy Spirit (Acts 13:4). His ministry was
aimed at the unreached gentiles of his day and he seemed to keep some distance between himself
and the other apostles. Tension arose as the early believers wrestled with the relationship between
the forms of Judaism and their new freedoms in Christ. Besides the planting of churches Paul’s
bands of roving ministry teams contributed to the formation of new fellowships in at least five
ways:
1. Teaching, clarifying and preserving correct doctrine.
2. Imparting of a vision.
3. Penetrating new people groups—the Roman guard, for one.
4. The distribution of resources among the brethren.
5. The selection and training of leadership.
While Christian groups that have functioned outside the control of local churches have been a
part of Christian history from the very earliest times, most of our modern para-local church
organizations (at least the ones we are primarily concerned with here) like to point to people and
events after the Reformation as being more directly associated with their “roots.” Of particular
interest would be the birth of Pietism in Germany, which gave rise to a new missionary movement
which extended to the world. Also in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the establishment of
numerous Protestant missionary societies which were not officially part of a church or denomination
resulted in a new concern for the propagation of the gospel (Bray—Society for Promoting Christian
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Knowledge—1698, Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts in 1701, and in the
1790s the Baptist Missionary Society; the Glasgow Missionary Society and the Scottish Missionary
Society). These societies represent laity and clergy working together to send and to raise funds at
least partially outside the local church for their missionary ventures. These missions were
involved in church planting. In the nineteenth century the modern missionary movement begun by
William Carey and the Great Awakening in Europe and America gave new impetus to para-local
church groups. From these came the birth of many student missionary groups developing in a
para-local church fashion. (The Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions formed in 1886
under Moody.)
Latourette, in a summary of the nineteenth century, makes two observations of special interest to us here:
1. Missionary enterprise at the initiation of laymen was a new occurrence, at leaston a large
scale. Dwight Moody, Robert Speer and John R. Mott were all laymen.
2. The rapid increase of nondenominational societies spurred the modern evangelical
movement. Some of these are
China Inland Mission (1865)
The Regions Beyond Missionary Union (1878)
Central American Mission (1890)
Evangelical Alliance (1890)
African Inland Mission (1895)
Sudan Interior Mission (1901)
The American Bible Society (1816)
American Sunday School Union (1824)
American Tract Society (1825)
Young Men’s Christian Association (1844)
The Salvation Army (1865)
All of this set the stage for the proliferation of para-local church groups we have been a part of
or are witness to in the twentieth century. Now we have Christian groups engaged in ministries and
services touching personal and small group evangelism, church planting, mass evangelism,
literature distribution, broadcasting, theological education, medicine, agriculture, relief, aviation,
camping, communications, discipleship, fund raising, management consulting, orphanages,
translation, youth ministries and many more. Most of these are represented in Japan. From a
historical perspective I believe we can say with confidence that legitimate para-local church groups
have much to contribute to missions in general and to church planting in particular.
Toward a Japan Perspective
Japan has its own array of para-local church groups. Many are international in scope, such as the
Gideons and Campus Crusade for Christ; others are Japanese in origin. Some, such as the Evangelical
Alliance Mission, are given primarily and directly to church planting; others, such as Word of Life Press,
are more service and support organizations; still others have a mission which contributes to the
Kingdom of God by training laymen to use their gifts in reaching people for Christ. All specialize and
all seek to contribute. The question before us is how can they be utilized in planting churches in Japan.
Perhaps the most important point requires that we consider the broader picture in an attempt to gain
some perspective on the para-local church group’s contribution. Jesus Christ came to usher in the
Kingdom of God on earth. The Kingdom of God is not a place or a realm. It is the absolute reign of God
over all that exists. All rule, all authority and all power are His (Col. 1:16). The Kingdom is the saving
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rule of God (Is. 52:7). For the present, we see it as a mustard seed; the growth in the world of that
which we saw in Jesus; grace and truth. As to the future, we look for the day when all things are
united in Him and God’s glory is completely revealed (Habakkuk 2:14). The Kingdom was the first
thing (Mark 1:14, 15) and the last thing (Acts 1:3) that Jesus talked about. If we ignore this we lose
perspective. We begin to focus only on a part without seeing its relation to the whole. This is
important to us here because it gives both local churches and
para-local church groups something bigger than themselves to contribute to. The Kingdom should
be common ground on which we can cooperate. Both parties can meet here and say as Paul said,
“What will you have me to do, Lord?” (Acts 22:10). The first step in harnessing the resources of
para-local church organizations for the planting of churches in Japan is to see them as true partners
in the quest to cooperate with God in the extension of His rule in the hearts of people.Practical Ways
Para-local Church Groups Can Help
1. They can be used as resources in the areas of their strengths. Almost without exception,
para-local church groups have a speciality, an area of ministry which they have a degree of expertise
in. Some of these are widely known and understood by the church at large, others are less well
known. Most, if not all, are very willing to share what they do well with others. Some examples
may be with LIFE Ministries in using English to begin churches; Campus Crusade for Christ in
collegiate ministries; HIBA working with high schoolers; The Navigators in discipleship and small
group work.
2. They can contribute by being innovative. Some groups have the resources, vision and freedom
to initiate innovative ministries. Local churches, especially those in the pioneering stage, are limited
in their ability to do this. An example of this would be Kazuo Ichimura’s ministry with business and
professional people in Tokyo. He has invested about three years now reaching out to non-Christian
people in central Tokyo and is finding them quite open to the gospel. I’m not suggesting here that
churches can or should copy these ministries but rather that they can learn from them and
incorporate what they can into their own program.
3. They can contribute people. Groups like the Pacific Broadcasting Association, Kirisutosha
Gakusei Kai, HIBA, Campus Crusade and The Navigators do and can contribute new believers to
local churches across Japan. I would be interested to know the percentage of Christians in Japanese
churches today who came to know the Lord through a group like one of the above.
4. They can contribute by the availing of resources. A good example of this is a ministry of
LIFE who sponsor the Japan Institute for Church Growth. This is a three-year program that selected
Japanese pastors are invited to participate in seeking to study and apply tried principles of the
Church Growth Movement. Often groups like LIFE have access and freedom to assemble expertise
from different parts of the Body of Christ and make these available to a broader audience.
Suggestions On How to Relate More Constructively
1. Do not try to make people who are deeply involved in a para-local church ministry foundational
in a church ministry.
2. Avoid a competitive posture.
3. Utilize para-local church groups and seek to support the ones you judge to be worthy.
4. Do not try to duplicate their ministries. Learn from them and adapt what you learn to your
church’s needs.
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5. Don’t blame para-local church groups for their problem members.
6. Do not lump all para-local church organizations together. Evaluate each group on its own merits
and seek to learn from their areas of expertise.
7. Seek to minister to and encourage para-local church people. They deeply need your fellowship.

CHURCH PLANTING THROUGH SOCIAL ACTION
A Practical Study by John H. McIntosh
Presbyterian Church of Canada missionary to the Korean Church in Japan
What happens to a church or a denomination, to a person or a mission when they take
seriously Jesus’ full commission to go and preach the gospel, baptize people into active discipleship,
and teach (and learn) the enactment of all the things he had taught and revealed?
What becomes of “church planting” principles and practices when the personal release and
social readjustment of the Pentecost jubilee is given proper honor by the witnessing, servant people
chosen and sent by God in Jesus Christ?
These are questions a goodly number of Christian persons and communities are grappling with
in various forms today. For the Korean Christian Church in Japan (KCCJ) of which I am a
coworker, the struggle with their calling, direction and pattern of church planting and nurturing
has led to some developments which I feel are worthy of noting for Christian outreach in Japan. It
represents the sometimes tentative, sometimes extreme involvement of churches which, while
actively implanting new cells of faith in Japanese society, are trying to deal in a gospel way with
social issues such as discrimination against alienated minorities, Yasukuni shrine, nationalization,
peace and justice, human rights of women, day laborers or handicapped in Japan, and of prisoners
of conscience in Korea or other Asian lands. The incorporation of such issue involvement into
the church-planting perspective is another practical pattern to consider as faithful to the gospel.
Personally, I have only recently entered directly into the “church planting” about which we are
exercising ourselves in a repentant and hopeful way at Hayama. My engagement in this has come
about through the social action efforts of the KCCJ in the 1970’s, and the renewed commitment to
establish new communities of faith which are as aware of the people to whom they are sent as they
are of the gospel callings to life in Jesus Christ.
In 1988, the KCCJ celebrates 80 years of gospel outreach and witness among Koreans in Japan.
Next year marks 60 years of mission coordination and coordination and cooperation by the
Presbyterian Church in Canada in the church planting, nurturing, disciplining and equipping of the
KCCJ. Missionary John Young and his sister, Ruth, and his boys, Bruce and Steve, are the
offspring of the first missionary fulfilling that commission, Dr. Luther L. Young. He served
among Koreans in Japan before the war when some 70 or more congregations were established to
serve the two and a half million Koreans who were mostly conscripted laborers under the
Japanese Imperial military mobilization. When he came back a few years after the war, he found
the Korean Christian Church struggling to get back on its feet, having established itself as an
autonomous church, beginning with twenty-one congregations in November, 1945. During
the war they had been denied opportunities to preach the gospel or worship in their own language.
The day before the new Japanese constitution was promulgated in April, 1947, the last Imperial
decree under the Meiji Constitution initiated the alien registration order under which Koreans,
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Taiwanese, and Chinese were viewed as foreigners though they were still legally Japanese
citizens. In 1952, that citizenship was rescinded, and the original Alien Registration Law, which is
such an issue now, centering on repeated forced fingerprinting, was put into effect. Though most
Koreans were eager to return to their homeland, many of them (some 558,000) settled down in
Japan with the outbreak of the Korean war. Today there are 680,000 registered Korean residents
in Japan, most recognized to have permanent residency here. Another 130,000 have been
accepted as sufficiently Japanized to be given Japanese nationality. When we arrived in Japan in
1961, the period of restoration of congregations and buildings from the wartime destruction and
oppression had come to an end. Some thirty-two congregations and nine or ten preaching points
were established. The mid-60’s were a time of reflection and reconsideration of the gospel message
they had told and shown their people, and of the real nature of their mission constituency or field for
planting, the Korean community in Japan. The hard disciplines of God to bring the people of his
choosing and sending were by no means easy to understand and follow. It was not easy for the
whole body to exert immediately the muscles unused, or even unflexed, for taking up the cross of
Christ among the Koreans in a more active way.
For me, to share their searchings and experiments and growing pains has been a deeply
moving, meaningful and life-shaping experience, leading into the church-planting commitment.
From that time of repentance and recommitment and, from the late ‘60’s, experimental engagement
in human rights and human life issues, has come a new surge of effort in seeking new outreach,
church-planting opportunities which integrate a practical social responsiveness to hard-pressed
Korean people.
Today in the KCCJ, we have grown to a baptized, active membership of almost 3,500 in 37 fully
independent congregations, the planter-action bases, 16 established congregations building toward
autonomy in evangelism and action, and 18 Church-planting bases initiated, a total of 71, the same
number as during the immediate prewar situation. Of course, not all of these are by any means fully
convinced or actively participating in a church-planting outreach which integrates social action into it.
Much has been learned and is being learned, however, and shared with a spirit of creative tension.
After my initial work in laity and youth-leadership training in a team ministry, and then ten
years of front-line involvement in the KCCJ struggles to stand with their people against the powers,
principalities and policies which would eliminate them from within and without, I was
commissioned in 1981 to be one of the KCCJ new outreach unit workers. Since then I have been
trying to find a proper balance or tension within the churchplanting. “To do all that the Lord taught”
is a sort of frame for the lessons learned from social engagement for an open approach to and
pattern formation in “church planting.” The following are some of those which I have found most
significant and thus most demanding.
(1) The Gospel of Jesus Christ is for people to share in honestly facing up to their human needs,
sufferings, and deprivation. This gospel is a life-giving, heart-healing, spirit-empowering, active
presence among people beginning at the basic levels of human life and community. Awareness of the
deep hurts of people in the community, of their poverty, predicament, and of their blindness, will shape
the approach to and encounter with the teachings of Jesus in his social engagement. In church planting,
through social action, conversion to Jesus Christ is only complete when there is a second conversion of
sensitivities, gifts and will to the people in their brokenness, human sickness and alienation. This second
conversion will affect just as much as the first in our reading of the Word, our planting of the church.
(2)

There is ONE gospel of redemption, re-creation, reconciliation which is addressed to all,
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but the message is radical in TWO clearly contrasting ways. To those who are suffering the excesses
of sin in human attitudes and social systems which dehumanize, enslave and idolatrize, the gospel is
news of salvation given, received and shared, a liberation into new life for others in love. On the
other hand, this very same gospel of the Lordship of Jesus Christ, the rule of God’s kingdom to
those suffering from the sinfulness of excessive power and possessions which alienate and violate
human life and community at their own discretion, becomes a subversive force, a righteous
judgement, a holy revolution by which all things are made new. For church planting in Japan, this
one gospel with its two contrasting messages of transformation to new being and relations before God
will affect our own priorities, even to the point of initiating repentance, and will indicate the
crosses we are to be bearing with and for people in a humble, contrite spirit.
(3) The “church” we are speaking of is the body of Jesus Christ, the people of God’s favour
for the blessing of many. It is a corporate being, a communal presence in socio-historical context.
Rather than the privatistic piety of spiritual purity which leads to a dead end of disinformation and
disengagement, the vibrant body of Jesus Christ is called to ethical and social being in a thorough
engagement of its talents/powers with a spirit of freedom and solidarity. Rather than seeking some
sort of metaphysical stability with set systems and programs in church planting, faithful involvement
in the eschatological movement of the Spirit and the people whom God would bring into one,
will set us searching for means to advocate the fully operative new quality of life and the basic rights
of others, both of which are truly fruits of the gospel and church planting.
(4) The Role and style of the planted-planter church in society is one of conscience for
individuals and the nation. It is especially sensitive to the cries of the least in the human community,
raising their cries to the point of pricking the consciousness of the society at large, and of their
giving a hearing within God’s rule so they may act in concert with Him. This requires a heart set
for hearing as much as or more than telling. It demands a reflective and analytical spirituality
that is corporate. Contemplation and repentance is shared so that those systems of sin which lead to
disengagement of relationships with God or neighbors may be seen and named and confronted in
the name of the Lord God. In church planting, the steps of healthy human community action can
root the body of Christ in the society and the world in a most thorough way. From engagement with
the people comes insight to their human suffering. From seeing with them the issues comes a moment
of decision for God and for good. Deciding where to stand and with whom, leads to acts to resolve
the issues in healing and helpful ways. Acting out the wholesomeness of human life and society,
the love of God for the world, leads on to evaluation and reflection upon the changes, and the new
things being done, and on to new engagements out of the insights gained into God, to self, to
others and to the whole human situation. This is the spirituality of solidarity and action which
witnesses to the Glory of God and the rule of God in freer, fuller and more perfectly fruitful ways.
(5) Church planting with social engagement as an integral part puts both the planters, the
planted and the planting field into a new refreshing engagement with the Word of God in the
Spirit of Jesus Christ. Beginning with people in their daily human crises and struggles, hearing their
groanings of physical, spiritual and social longing, sharing their hurts and hopes in the spirit of the
cross will activate a deep yearning for discernment and power which enables people to be whole in
themselves and in their social rights and responses. Social action on the part of various members
within the whole Christian community initiates new encounters with the Word, and stirs the whole
body in its prayer life, its discipling orientation and gifting priorities. Social activists among
Christians are not oddballs doing their thing, but a new frontier of planting and harvesting. At a
conference on church and society in Asia, a Bishop in his purple bib and tucker rushed up to a
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friend whose work was in the area of urban rural mission, that social action style which is often
branded as friendlier with Marx than Jesus. He asked if he might have a Bible since he had to
give a message to open the next session. When the U.R.M. friend pulled out a dog-eared Bible from
his bag, the Bishop said, “You mean you U.R.M. activists read the Bible?” His buddy replied, “You
may not need it with your religious finery, but in our struggles with the people, we have to have
the Word with us all the time to keep us on track and give us strength.” To give church planting a
boost in lively Bible study and struggling with the Word, let that planting be in the midst of the
people who are suffering the most and struggling the hardest.
(6) The effects upon the movement of church planting of a continuing social action
engagement will show up in various ways. The double engagement with people in the community
beyond the circle of Christians and with God doing a new thing through people for people may
reorder our values and priorities and pace. It may change the choice of place, or at least give new
perceptions of the importance of placement as a sign of God’s prior concern to favor the weak
and lowly, and raise up and heal the broken and lost ones. It will certainly inform and sharpen the
sensitivities of the Christian community to their own vulnerability, and to the enemies of God
and of the people whom He would love in this land. It will deepen the flow and strengthen the
power of the faith of people through engagement, all realizing together that God is working
through the people of His planting and His favor in that eschatological movement carrying our
Jesus’ whole commission toward the day when all will be one in Jesus the Christ, readied for the
judgement on how well we have loved and lived in human community. Does the church planted
bloom where it is planted? May the evangels of God’s choosing and sending bloom where they are
planted, fully engaged in the social issues of the day in that righteousness and holiness which is of
the new nature created after the likeness of God.

A WHOLISTIC APPROACH TO CHURCH PLANTING
A psychological study by Marlin Zook
Brethren in Christ missionary and church planter.
INTRODUCTION
What I have to say is more of a vision than a report of present reality. It is a reality in one of
the groups that I have studied and I see no reason why it should not happen in the church. However,
at this point I cannot report extraordinary results, though I see reasons for optimism.
Background
I was first introduced to the Human Potential Movement in 1979, having come to Tokyo
after 3 terms as missionary in rural Japan. I have studied, learned from and received much
psychological help from two very different expressions of this Human Potential Movement.
These are Life Dynamics and Intensive Journal.
Life Dynamics is a very highly organized system which features large group trainings; 250
people for the basic training and 40 for the advanced training. The training methods are eclectic,
combining Gestalt Psychology, Rogerianism, Transactional Analysis, Rational Emotive Therapy,
and so on. There is an emphasis on becoming aware of self, the good as well as the bad, freeing
the emotions, making confession, forgiveness, taking responsibility for one’s choices and making
commitment to initiate change. About 15% of the time is in lecture or explaining the exercises and
the remaining 85% is spent in doing the exercises which are designed to make the truths presented an
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experienced reality in one’s life.
There are three different trainings. The training is basically an introduction to becoming aware of the
realities of one’s life. It also attempts to show ways out of the routine, habitual patterns of our lives. The second
training deals with the psychologically negative feelings and incompleted past experiences to which we still
cling. By dealing with these negative aspects of our lives and freeing them, people then become free
emotionally to live and be in charge of their lives. The third training is called GAP and is, in essence, a lay
evangelism-training program in which each person sets a numerical goal for the number of people that he or
she would like to enroll into the basic training. Time goals are also set and commitments are made. Each
person belongs to a small group where members support and challenge each other so that the commitments are
met. Responsibility and accountability are high priorities. There is no condemning of a person if the goals are
not met but he is challenged to look at his life to see what is preventing him from accomplishing what he set
out to do.
Life Dynamics has been successful in Japan, having started in 1976 and has trained over 30,000 people
to date, making considerable profit in the process. Part of the success lies in its use of laymen for enrolling new
people and for operating the programs. Most of the recruiting is done by those who have taken the trainings
and have found it beneficial. The trainings are also conducted by volunteers who form teams to prepare the
setting for the training and then operate the training under the directions of a professional “trainer”.
Intensive Journal is, in many ways, a contrast to Life Dynamics. Whereas Life Dynamics is very
directive, trying to get each person involved at the 100% participation level, Intensive Journal is much more
relaxed with each person taking his own direction and each determining his own level of participation.
Intensive Journal is conducted by each person writing his thoughts and feelings in the Journal, while in Life
Dynamics, all participation is either vocal, such as talking, crying and shouting, or acting out in bodily actions.
Intensive Journal sees each life as having a flow of its own and the Journal helps each person find the direction
of the flow of his life so that he can allow it to flow freely. Life Dynamics, on the other hand, sees all persons
as having psychological blocks and applies group pressure so that each person deals with the blocks of his/her
life. There are many other comparisons which could be made.
Both are very much experience centered and both emphasize the wholistic concept that man is spiritual,
rational, emotional, and physical and that all of these aspects are important. Blocks in any one of these areas
will have an effect on all the other aspects of a person’s life. Both emphasize awareness and in this sense are
“Awareness Trainings”.
MY STANCE
In Life Dynamics I found a number of my psychological blocks and was able to release them.
Removing these blocks allowed my faith to become related to all aspects of my life. My work in the Intensive
Journal enhanced this experience even more. The more aware I became, the more the spirit was free to move
into my life.
While I was experiencing healing and growth through Life Dynamics and Intensive Journal, I was also
pursuing a course of study at Fuller Theological Seminary. I decided to use my dissertation to explore the
numerous questions with which I was faced. Why did I have to go outside the church to find healing? How do
I relate my experience to my faith? Christ came to make people whole, so how can I incorporate some of the
concepts in my ministry so that people are healed?
As I worked on this, I was aware that the Church is the Body of Christ, and I expect Christ to
work through his Body. Yet I am aware that God is the Lord of all and can work other ways if he
chooses. I feel pained that people with real needs are flocking to such trainings as these when the
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only real answer is Christ. I want the Church to be a vital source for help to anyone in need, so I
determined to see what these organizations were giving and to adapt some of the methods and
concepts into my ministry. I have adapted the Journaling method but with many changes.1 I am still
“in process” but let me give you the main emphases and then report on some results.
THE MAIN EMPHASES
One of the Church Fathers has said: “The glory of God is a human being fully alive.” I want to
see people become alive so that God is glorified. We are meant to be fully alive. In fact, with the Spirit
of Jesus indwelling us, we can be no less alive than Jesus was when he was in the flesh. We are to
become completely alive people “reaching to the very height of Christ’s full stature.” (Eph. 4:13)
1. Growth Model
There are two models which can be used in the work of evangelism. One is the medical model.
The focus of the medical model is the cure of disease or overcoming the sickness. Once the sickness is
healed, the person is dismissed until the next sickness makes a visit to the doctor necessary.
The growth model, on the other hand, focuses on what a person can become, that is, a person
free of disease. In order to reach this goal, any disease or sickness must be dealt with but there is a
moving on so that the person is psychologically, spiritually and physically resistant to disease. I want
to have this stance even in the initial stages of evangelism.
The goal of creation is to bring glory to God. Jesus “made peace” between God and the universe
and “brought back to himself all things, both on earth and in heaven.”(Col. 1:20) We are to carry on
the work of Christ and this means bringing all things into harmony with God. All things are to be
brought up to that level of perfection and fulfillment for which they were created. The goal is
perfection and nothing less. It is more than just dealing with sin, as important as this is. It is becoming
all we were created to be and all that we are meant to be in light of Christ’s redemptive act.
Because of this tremendous goal, there is a need for more than just dealing with sin. There is the
need for a positive image of the Kingdom and of what we are to become in Christ. This moves us
from a stance of being against sin to a stance of being for Christ and the Kingdom. If one is for the
Kingdom, one is against sin because the two are diametrically opposed. Being for the Kingdom not
only gives the message that we are opposed to sin and its results, but that we are for the glory of God.
It is something that we are living for, or seeking to become. It is positive, dynamic and alive.
Let me give an example or two.
In Japan, many people accept pornography, though there are also many non-Christians who find
it repulsive. There are those who are attracted to it and at the same time are ashamed of it. Let’s limit
our illustration to those who accept it. These people look at pornography with acceptance and pleasure,
but the Christian sees it as abhorrent and disgusting. The one views pornography from a very negative
stance, while the other sees it as positive, but the focus of both is, guess what, pornography. Both are
looking at the same thing. What I am calling for is for the Christian to focus rather on the ideal for
men and women in Christ.
Another example: this time in the form of a question. When you see someone make a mistake,
do you immediately condemn the person by pointing out his error or do you move to redeem the
situation and bring it to fruition?
There are two ways in which we can condemn sin: 1) by saying how bad it is, and 2) by pointing
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to something which is so much greater and more wonderful. As I study the Gospels, I see Jesus taking
the second approach. He does not condemn people for their sin, but rather states the facts of the sin
and points them to the living water, as in John 4. Kurt Lewin’s Law of Force Fields would also
recommend this second option as being the most effective. Lewin’s law says that for every force to
implement change there is an equal counter force to maintain the status quo. So if I try to correct a
mistake in a person, the natural reaction in that person is to defend his action. So rather than correcting someone or pointing out error, thus causing confrontation, it is better to back off (that is, have
mercy) and stand with that person to help him move toward the goal which God has for him. I
minister not to condemn people but that they, “through him, might be saved.” John 3:17.
2. Wholistic
The spiritual life is a total life involvement. I am not a fragmented person with a physical aspect,
an intellectual aspect, a spiritual aspect, etc. I am one person and all these aspects are intricately
interrelated. The spiritual dimension should pervade all aspects of my life. The Journal assists a
person to become aware of all aspects of his life, and to apply the spiritual dimension to all other areas,
his emotions, relationships, etc.
Most of us are amazingly unaware of our actions, our motives, our communication and so on. We
have ways of acting which were set in our youth and which are now done automatically. Very few of us
are willing to accept help from others in facing the reality of ourselves. Dr. M. Scott Peck speaks of this
when he says:
“The evil in this world is committed by the spiritual fat cats, by the Pharisees of
our own day, the self-righteous who think they are without sin because they are
unwilling to suffer the discomfort of significant self-examination.” (paper 72)
“Since they will do almost anything to avoid the particular pain that comes from
self-examination, under ordinary circumstances the evil are the last people who
would ever come to psychotherapy. The evil hate the light—the light of goodness
that shows them up, the light of scrutiny that exposes them, the light of truth that
penetrates their deception. Psychotherapy is a light-shedding process par
excellence.”2
My interest and concern is to bring the life of the total person under the Lordship of Christ. This means
that, in class we do not spend all the time studying the content of the Bible, but we spend time looking at the
situations of our lives. We want to become aware of the emotions, attitudes, and beliefs by which we really live,
not just the intellectual beliefs. The Christian Life is more than an intellectual acceptance of Biblical truth. It is
rather allowing that truth to penetrate every ounce of our being. This cannot happen unless we are willing to
look at all areas of our lives.
This is very difficult, if not impossible, to do on an individual basis because it is painful. In some
churches there are small “discipleship” groups which focus on this. In some of the charismatic groups also,
there is the disciple-discipler relationship where one person will have one or more persons whom he disciples,
while he in turn is being discipled by someone else. The Journaling method fits into this because loving confrontation can be done and other’s methods are used to make a person aware of areas where growth is needed.
3. Experiential Knowing
There are two levels of knowing: the intellectual level and the experiential level; the knowing
of the mind and the knowing of the heart, the rational and the intuitive. Both of these are vital in
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order to be a whole person. All of us use intellectual or rational knowing but not all of us are aware
of and purposefully use intuitive or experiential knowing.
The intuitive and experiential knowing are closely related but there is a difference which I
want to point up. First, let’s deal with experiential knowing. This can probably be seen most clearly
if we center on our rational beliefs in comparison with the beliefs which form the basis for our
actions.
We have rational beliefs, facts that we acknowledge and give our assent to. There are also beliefs of
the heart on which all our actions are based. Every act or thought that I have is based on an attitude or
feeling which in turn is based on a belief which I have about myself, other persons involved or the situation.
How you respond to this paper depends on your attitude and feelings about what I am saying but these will
be determined by what you believe about the way God works, how evangelism should be done, or maybe
even from the belief that you need to protect yourself from such ideas. The belief of the heart may be
different from the belief of the head, but this can only be known by becoming aware of these beliefs.
Knowing what I am experiencing is necessary in order to make my life consistent with my rational beliefs.
Another facet that I want to share about experiential knowing is the fact that I can act only at this
present moment. In my mind, I can be in the present, the past or the future. Some of you are probably
already forming questions that you plan to ask at the discussion time this afternoon, and if this is true
then you are escaping into the future. By constantly talking as I am doing now I keep you in the realm of
the abstract. We are not taking any time to be aware of what you are experiencing now. Experience can
only happen in the “now”. In reality we are abstracting about reality and experience, and this is what I
want to avoid in my ministry. So rather than doing a lot of talking, we focus on some aspect of our lives.
Then we become aware of it as we are experiencing it at the moment. For example we take a task that we
have to do. We write out what we are experiencing because writing helps us to clarify the experience.
Since I can only act or experience in the present, I want to be aware of my experience of God
and the situation in which he has placed me at this moment. I want to experience the reality of his
presence in my life now. I want to be alive to the moment and not escape into abstraction, or into the
past or future.
4. Intuition
While we need to know experientially, there is the problem of how to do this. God has supplied us
with a rational mind to help us sort out what we experience, but he has also given us an intuitive mind.
He gives us dreams and imagination. He gives us stories and parables to help us understand who He is
and how He relates to us. There are picture words which give us glimpses of truths concerning his grace.
Jesus’ ministry made ample use of the intuitive. He taught in parables. The Bible uses picture words
which point to the intuitive level. Take “rooted in love” (Eph. 3:17) as an example. Let your imagination
dwell on that for a while. How do you feel if you are feasting on love, if your roots keep drawing up only
love? Or how would you live and act if you were strong in your inner person (Eph. 3:16)? For me, it
means that I do not need to defend myself. I am strong enough to be vulnerable and try new things so that
God becomes more and more a reality in my life. What would it mean for you? How would it affect your
relationships? How would it affect your attitude toward your work?
In Journaling also there are many exercises which help people to grasp truths. There are some
who have intellectual objections to some of the Biblical truths but they can still be given insight into
what God can do for them by use of subjective questions or imagination. Meditation and
visualizations are also means of getting to the intuitive level. Silence and centering exercises allow
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people to open themselves before God.
5. Individualistic
The final aspect that I want to point out is that the journaling method is individualistic in that it
allows each person to apply the truth of the Gospel to his own unique situation. Each of us has a
unique background and a unique set of experiences, and because of our unique personality we
react to experiences in our own unique way. God encounters each of us in our unique
situation and as we are, with our own unique mix of gifts, abilities and experiences.
Just as an emphasis on experience and application keep us from becoming abstract and theoretical, so
each person applying the truths to his own life, helps to keep us from generalizing. The Gospel must be personal,
concrete and practical if it is to be effective. So each person is given time to deal with his/her own issues.
Journaling is a group process where each person does individual work. But because we are social beings
also, there is sharing. The effect of this sharing is that it often triggers memories in the others present which
enables them to apply the truth to their lives. Even though our experiences are unique, they are similar and this
makes a group interaction also a profitable experience. Individual work, though, is first and primary.
Use of Journaling in Church Planting
In Japan, my role is that of an evangelist. I am working in a pioneer church-planting situation
with a Japanese “pastor” who is the church leader. My assignment is to evangelize and to lead
people toward baptism. After baptism, the “pastor” takes over the leadership role. So I am using the
Journal as a means of evangelism. At present, I am working with three classes. The content is
focused primarily on exercises which enable people to see what they are meant to be in Jesus Christ.
I then make them aware of the discrepancy between what they could be and what they are now,
helping them to accept God’s forgiveness and open themselves to the Lord Jesus Christ, who is life.
I am looking forward to the time when I will be able to apply the concepts and principle of the
Journal method to Christian discipleship training and evangelism training. I will be leaving Japan
this summer and I am anticipating a situation where I can use this to help churches become radiantly
alive and reach out to new people.
6. Results
The results have been gratifying. I would like to just share some of the reasons I say this.
1. The pastor with whom I work, after a year, has become convinced that the results are
sufficiently positive so that the approach should be continued after I return to the States.
2. Two persons have been baptized during the past year and the Journaling classes have been
partially responsible for their decision.
3. Attendance is more regular than in any other Bible class that I have taught. What is being
taught is related to their daily lives and they don’t want to miss. One class asked to continue the
discussion rather than having a Christmas program. One person who had not been in a Bible class
previously said after the first class: “This is related to life.” She has not missed a class.
4. There has been a more rapid movement from the Bible (Journaling) class to Sunday
Morning worship, than previous Bible classes or English classes.
CONCLUSION
While this is still in a development stage, there are many indications that what is working in Life
Dynamics and Intensive Journal can also be put to effective use in the Church. I have worked primarily
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on the level of evangelism but I see no reason why this cannot also be used to get baptized members
excited about their life in Christ and help them to grow even more while doing evangelistic outreach.
I find myself sometimes slipping back into the rational level only. It is a constant challenge to
set up something so that people can discover the truths for themselves, it is much more effective.
I really do want to get out of the way so that the Spirit can work effectively in the hearts
of people. It is He who must bring conviction and confirmation of truth.
Footnotes
1.

Details of what was adapted and what was not can be found in the dissertation entitled A
Church-Growth-Oriented Look At Two Expressions of The Human Potential Movement.
Marlin E. Zook, Dec. 1984.

2.

M. Scott Peck, People of the Lie, (New York: Simon and Schuster, Inc. 1983) page 72, 74.
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JAPANESE WORLDVIEW & ITS IMPLICATIONS TO
CHURCH PLANTING IN JAPAN
An Anthropological Study by Minoru Hayashi,
Japanese Pastor, anthropologist, church planter
INTRODUCTION
Is the Japanese Protestant Church growing? If so, is she growing fast enough so that she can
really win the nation of Japan for Christ within the foreseeable future? These are the questions we
must face first, as serious participants of the 1986 Hayama Missionary Seminar.
The answers to the above questions are somewhat a mixture of hope and frustration. The
Japanese church is certainly growing, but the rate of growth is not fast enough to make an impact
upon the Japanese society.
Japan first encountered the Protestant mission soon after the arrival of Commodore Matthew
Perry in Uraga in 1853. By 1888, the total number of Protestant believers reached 25,514.
According to the Ministry of Education, the number of Protestant Christians in 1948 was 271,394,
and 785,000 in 1983.
This means that the decadal growth rate of the Protestant churches in Japan has been about 43
per cent during the last 130 years. The decadal growth rate after World War II is 35 per cent.
When we study the history of the Catholic mission during the 16th and 17th centuries, we
realize that their growth rate was much higher than that of the Protestant mission in the 19th and
20th centuries. Within 21 years after the arrival of Francis Xavier (1506–52) in 1549, the number of
baptized believers reached around 30,000 (Shimizu 1981:35). The Relacao Anual of 1605 records
750,000 baptized persons (Picken 1983:33). This means that the decadal growth rate of the catholic
Church between 1570 and 1605 reached about 160 per cent, and over four per cent of the total
population of Japan became Christians. Although it is difficult to obtain figures and statistics that
are absolutely accurate, it is quite apparent that Christianity during the so-called Catholic century in
the 16th and 17th centuries, grew at least 4–5 times faster than the Protestant mission which started
in the mid-19th century. While the Catholic mission took only 35 years to win 750,000 baptized
members, the Protestant mission took nearly 130 years to win about the same number of converts.
The survey conducted by the Church Information Service in Tokyo revealed far more alarming
figures. According to the estimates made by CIS in 1982, although the total membership of the
Protestant Church was around 681,653, the active membership was 371,865, and the average
participants of Sunday morning services was a mere 198,288.1
Yes, the Protestant Church in Japan has been growing. Yet, the rate of growth seems too slow
and too meager, if we are really seriously contemplating to make Christ known in this nation of
Japan which has a population of over 120 million.
This paper attempts to probe the cause of the difficulties which we have been encountering in
Japan through propagation of the gospel and to seek ways in which we can effectively communicate
Christ to the Japanese. The subjects shall be approached from the perspectives of modern
communication theory, cultural anthropology and missiology.
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A PROBLEM OF COMMUNICATION
Limited Perception
Man is always engaged in a complex mental activity of receiving and decoding information
coming in from outside. He processes the information and decides his response according to “his”
perception of reality. Please note that the receptor of the message does not respond to the perception
of the sender of the message, but to his own perception and interpretation of the message.
Contemporary communication theory teaches us that the meaning of the message “is constructed by
the receiver of the message rather than inherent in the message.” (Kraft 1983:125)
Therefore, if we are to communicate the gospel to the Japanese as “good news,” it must be
communicated in a way which can be perceived by the Japanese as “good news.” I am convinced that the
message of Jesus Christ is indeed the Good News for all mankind. Then, why have the Japanese not
responded to it enthusiastically? I suspect that one of the problems lies in the area of communication, i.e.,
the message has not been communicated as “good news” from the viewpoint of the Japanese.
Another factor which we have to consider is that of our human limitation. Being finite
creatures, human perception is extremely limited. Our perception of reality is always partial and
limited as Paul said, “we see in a mirror dimly, but then face to face. Now I know in part, then I
shall understand fully, even as I have been understood.” (I Cor. 13:12)
Furthermore, our perception is culturally conditioned. We may see the same reality, but we all
interpret it differently and construct a different image of reality in our mind. Our approach to life is
so diverse and it is largely conditioned culturally.
For example, while we, Japanese, approach food with chopsticks, Americans use a knife and
fork, and Indians use fingers. We cannot say which method is the best. Each method is an efficient
and culturally appropriate way to approach food.
This is one of the numerous examples of the differences we can easily observe, since these are
located on the surface level of culture. The differences run deeper. Let me cite a few more examples.
In America, T.V. viewers are daily exposed to highly competitive advertisement such as “our
product is better than such and such products.” They often mention the names of their competitors
and their products. For example, “Pepsi is better than Coke” kind of advertisement. This is
unthinkable in Japan. Have you ever heard Toyota denouncing the products of Nissan on T.V.? I am
sure that Toyota people are thinking that their product is No. One. But, they never say that publicly.
How come the American and Japanese approach to business is so different? It is because we have
different value orientations and we operate on different principles. While Americans highly value
individualism and competition, Japanese place higher value on harmony and cooperation.
Let me cite another example from California. Recently, a Japanese woman tried to commit “oyako
shinju (the double suicide of parents and children)” with her two children at Santa Monica. While she was
rescued, her two children died from drowning, and she was indicted for murder. According to U.S. law, it is
a serious crime and it was quite possible that she was going to receive life imprisonment or the death
sentence. As many of you very well know, “oyako shinju” is a daily occurrence in Japan, and it is quite rare
that a surviving parent would receive a heavy penalty. As the Japanese community in Los Angeles gave a
massive support on her behalf, by collecting signatures, this Japanese woman received a very lenient
sentence. Why is there such a difference in the legal approach as regards “oyako shinju”? It seems that
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Japanese assume that lives of little children belong to their mother, while that is not the case with Americans.
Thus, it is clear that our perception of reality determines our response and behavior, and we
ogranize our society and life style according to our culturally conditioned conceptualization of reality.
Worldview
We can divide the culture into two levels; 1) the surface or overt level and 2) the deeper or
covert level of culture. As we all know, each culture is quite well organized and it is coherent. This
can be diagramed in the following way.
Fig. 1. Surface / deep level of culture
Surface level
(Explicit)

language / culture

Deep level
(Implicit)
Fig. 2 Cultural subsystems and worldview

As we can see in these models, the worldview functions like a control box deeply buried
underneath the surface level of culture. Why do we approach life differently? It is because we have
different worldviews. In other words, we all look at reality differently.
As Kraft eloquently argues in Christianity in Culture, if the Christian approach is made at the
surface level of culture, and when changes are forced at the peripheral level of culture, it tends to cause
confusion and disequilibrium on the part of the receiver of the message (1979: 362–363). In order to
communicate the gospel effectively with minimum confusion, disequilibrium and misunderstanding,
we must communicate at the worldview level of the Japanese. I suspect that one of the reasons why
Japanese churches mainly consist of women, children and those people who are considered to be
peripheral or marginal in Japanese society or those who like “gaijin,” and Western culture lies in this
area. It is my conviction that if we are to make an impact upon the Japanese society, we must
communicate the gospel at the worldview level of the Japanese. Once the worldview is changed, all the
necessary changes at the surface level will follow, affecting the whole life style of the Japanese. As
Paul wrote, renewal in the deepest part of man must come first (Eph. 4:23). Then, necessary adjustment
of life style will follow, as the convert grows in the Lord. The order should not be reversed.
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JAPANESE WORLDVIEW
It is impossible to give a detailed discussion on the worldview theory and the whole subject of
Japanese worldview here as time and space allocated for this paper are limited. Therefore, I must
narrow my discussion to those aspects of Japanese worldview which relate to religion. Neither, is it
possible to give a full account of the anthropological process and methodology involved to identify
the core worldview assumptions of the Japanese. Therefore, the following treatment of the subject
may seem too abrupt and brief. However, this is unavoidable since our time is too limited to treat
the subject adequately. (If there are those who would like to pursue this subject further, please
confer with those works cited at the end of this paper).
It is sufficient to say that it is not an easy task to locate the worldview core, since it is implicit,
covert, and deeply buried under the surface level culture which is explicit, overt and more easily
identifiable. Furthermore, people are largely unaware and unconscious of their own worldview.
Spirit-oriented Worldview
Most scholars agree that the people of the non-Western world hold a spirit-oriented, organic
worldview, while the worldview of the Westerners is more mechanical. The mechanical worldview
sees the universe using mechanical analogy, i.e., it views the universe as if it is a machine.
According to this mechanical worldview, this universe is controled by certain laws. Descartes
(1596–1650) extended this view to animals and plants (Nagai (1985:28). J.O. de La Mettrie further
extended this mechanical view to man and wrote L’homme-machine (Ningen Kikairon) in 1749.
This mechanical worldview dominated Europe by the 18th century. While this mechanical
worldview certainly contributed to the advancement of science and technology, belief in the spirit
world and in miracles shrank.
On the other hand, most of non-Western nations see the universe differently. They do not see
the world as a machine which is controlled by impersonal laws. The world is seen more organically.
Not only humans, animals and plants, but even rocks and water are seen as having life as they are
thought to be inhabited by spirits. Unlike, the mechanical Western worldview, the spirit world is
very real. Ancestors, ghosts, guardian spirits, nature gods, spirits of sickness, evil spirits, local gods
and goddesses are very much alive, and the events in this world are affected by these spiritual forces.
As I stated earlier, this dimension that Paul Hiebert calls the middle zone is largely lacking in the
western worldview.2
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Fig. 3. This flaw of the excluded middle (An adaptation of Hiebert’s model).

Because of the worldview which largely lacks the understanding of the spirit world (the
middle zone), many missionaries do not know how to deal with the issues related to this middle
zone. I still remember my first encounter with demon possession in 1972. While another Japanese
pastor was preaching, four young people fell down to the floor, while being attacked by the evil
spirit. I was helpless since I did not know what to do in such a situation. My theological education
in Britain did not help me at all. Simply, I was not taught how to deal with such a situation. The
other pastor asked me to pray together with him for those who were lying on the floor. As he
commanded evil spirits to leave in Jesus name, they came back to consciousness. Through this
incident, I was painfully made aware of my lack of preparation as regards spirits and demons. Since
then, I began to encounter cases of evil spirits more and more as I ministered in Japan.
It seems that this is one of the indications which point out that the Japanese worldview is very
much spirit oriented, just like the rest of the non-Western world. Japanese society may look quite
westernized and industrialized on the surface. But, the more I study and analyze Japanese culture,
the conviction that it is only on the surface, grows. Japan has been exposed to the influence of the
West for just over a century. This is such a short span of time in terms of worldview formation. The
core worldview assumptions and values just don’t change over a century. It requires a far longer
period and process for change. As Japanese sociologists argue, the basic principles which structure
and organize Japanese society have not changed much from the days of the samurai. If we peel
off a surface skin of Japanese society and culture, we soon discover that the traditional
Japan is very much alive. Japan has not basically changed. Modern and industrial outlook
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is just skin-deep. The traditional Japanese worldview is very much alive when we see the Japanese
culture from the perspective of cultural anthropology.
Some of the participants of this seminar may not agree with this view. Let me cite a few more
examples which may indicate that the Japanese worldview is very much spirit-oriented.
The average Japanese doesn’t like to go to a cemetery, especially in the night. Why? Obake
(ghosts) is not a superstition? On the surface level, Japanese may be thinking so, but it is again
skin-deep. Deep down at the worldview level, beliefs in the spirit world and ghosts are very much
alive. Please remember that the worldview assumptions which control our behavior and perception
are deeply buried underneath, and we are usually unaware of them ourselves. It is quite a contrast to
see an American cemetery being used as a kind of recreational area where people can come for
picnics. I saw American people enjoying their lunch at a cemetery. Have you ever seen Japanese,
having a picnic at a “hakaba (cemetery)”?
Let me cite another example. What will an average Japanese do, if his beloved family member
becomes sick, and is declared by the doctor as being incurable by modern medicine. Most probably,
he will go to a “jizo” or shrine to pray. The deep held worldview assumptions and values manifest
themselves at such a time of crisis.
How about those millions and millions of “omamori” pasted on the bumpers of cars? How about the
rites of “oharai” performed all over Japan at important occasions? It is my view that the reason as to why
these cultural phenomena still exist, in fact they are very much alive, is that the worldview assumptions
which are supporting these cultur..1 behaviors are also very much alive. I gave up the view which I had
previously held when I was ignorant of the insights which cultural anthropology and other disciplines
provide, that these are mere superstitions and “dead” customs. If you still doubt that Japanese hold a
spirit-oriented worldview, please go to any book store and see what kind of books they are reading. Book
stores are flooded with those books relating to occult, magic, guardian spirits or ancestoral spirits.
Power-oriented Wordview
Another characteristic of a Japanese worldview is its power-orientation. They respect power.
In the worldview theory, concept of power is closely related to one of the major worldview
universals, Causality. Cause, according to Emile Durkheim’s definition, is the force which produces
a certain change (Durkheim 1965: 406). It seems that the Japanese hold an assumption at their
worldview level that the ultimate causes lie in the spirit world.
This spirit world is inhabited by numerous kami and spirits. In the traditional Japanese
worldview, it seems that the concept of the absolute, almighty and omniscient God is lacking. For
example, Amaterasu-Omikami, the highest deity of Shintoism is not a universal god. She is a local
goddess whose influence is limited territorially.
Japanese place their faith in these deities, which we find in the middle zone, as they assume that
these kami and spirits have power to cause things; for example, protection from traffic accidents,
sickness, earthquake, fire, and other disasters. They even assume that these deities have power to help
Japanese students to pass a difficult examination or to keep family unity and matrimonial harmony.
Questions of high religion usually relate to the destiny and meaning of life, or the origin of the universe.
However, the questions of the middle zone are far more this worldly and related to immediate needs, such as
marriage, “juken,” success of business, harmony at home and “shokuba (work-place),” protection over
disasters, harvest and health. It is my view that one of the major reasons of failure on the part of the Protestant
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mission in Japan in its effort to reach the Japanese lies in this very area. To state it succinctly, we
have not been addressing the issues and main concerns of the Japanese who are middle-zone
minded.
New Religions and the Catholic Mission
We can readily understand why the New Religions and the Catholic mission of the 16th and
17th centuries were so successful in winning the Japanese, if we see it with the above mentioned
model of a Japanese worldview which is spirit and power-oriented.
The new religions. As Murakami and other scholars noted, the major force of the religious
movements in Japan already shifted from the traditional Buddhism and Shintoism to the new
religions in the 1950s (Murakami 1980: 177, Hayashi 1985: 1). Although they entered into a state of
stabilization, the number of adherents who belong to 40 major new religions exceed well over 45
million, according to the 1980 statistics compiled by the Agency for Cultural Affairs. New-new
religions (Shin-shin shukyo) are constantly springing up.
Why have they been so successful? Let us see in the case of Omotokyo. It arose in 1892. The
founderess was Deguchi Nao who was a widow of a poor carpenter. After her experiences of
spirit-possession, she came to the conviction that she was possessed by the spirit of
Ushitora-no-Konkin. She began to heal the sick. She also foretold the future through her writings
(Although she was illiterate, her hand moved automatically when she entered into the state of
spirit-possession. It is said that she could not even read her own writings).3
Her fame spread and she began to attract followers. Within two years after her initial
experience of spirit-possession, she could form a church of over 30 members, mainly comprised of
farmers and merchants. As they grew in number, they could purchase the Kameoka Castle and a
newspaper company, Taisho Nichi Nichi Shinbun in 1919. The number of followers in 1919 was
25,000, but it jumped to 300,000 by the following year. Metraux estimates that they reached a peak
membership of about two million during the 1920s and 1930s.4 A number of intellectuals, and
government and military officials also joined. Although their membership has dropped to 163,000
today, Omotokyo produced a number of other new religions such as Sekai Kyuseikyo (803,000
members) and Seicho no le (3,242,000 members). They even sent out missionaries to Europe, Asia
and America. Millions of lives were influenced by Omotokyo.
What was the reason for their success? It is my view that they were successful because they
communicated their message at the worldview level of the Japanese masses. Omotokyo could
demonstrate the power of the spirit through supernatural means such as healing and foretelling.
Through these supernatural demonstrations of power, the masses were convinced that Omotokyo
was really in touch with the reality of the spirit world.
It is no coincidence that most of the leaders of Japanese new religions exhibit shamanistic
supernatural power and many of them perform healing. Demonstration of the power of the spirit, through
healing and foretelling in particular, is one of the major criteria of a genuine and authentic religion
according to the Japanese worldview assumptions. In the case of Tenrikyo, over 60 per cent of the members
embraced the faith through healing.5 We can assume that this is quite common among other new religions.
The Catholic mission. As I have stated earlier, the Catholic mission during the 16th and 17th
centuries was quite successful. Within 21 years after the arrival of Francis Xavier in Kagoshima in
1549, about 30,000 Japanese embraced the faith. After 56 years of missionary effort, they could win
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over 4 percent of the entire Japanese population at that time (Hayashi 1984: 1). Of course, we can
think of a number of reasons as to why they were so successful in their mission. Some may say it is
because they brought guns and Western technology which were great attractions to the war lords at
that time. However, a careful research reveals that the truth of the matter is not that simple and a
great many of the conversions were indeed genuine and sincere.
One of the factors to which I want to draw the attention of the readers of this paper is the
supernatural dimension of their ministry. Fujita eloquently argues in “Minshu no Padrekan” in Gendai
Shukyo that one of the major factors which contributed to the winning of converts was the healing
they performed (1979: 149–162). As the missionaries could heal the sick which were considered
incurable according to the standard of medicine in Japan at that time, the masses thought that those
missionaries possessed supernatural power to heal. Other technology and scientific knowledge also
increased the conviction of the masses that the missionaries really possessed supernatural power. It
was believed that they possessed power to expel the evil spirits (Fujita 1979: 154).
Of course, this was the result of the projection of their own worldview assumptions on the part
of the Japanese, but, none the less, it proves the point that miracles do play a key role in winning the
spirit and power-oriented Japanese.
MISSIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS TO CHURCH PLANTING
The Above mentioned findings bear the following implications to the church planting ministry
in Japan.
1. Necessity of Evidential Christianity.
As we have seen, the Japanese seek signs. They are far more experience-oriented than Westerners
when it comes to religion. According to their perception and worldview assumptions, the proof of a
genuine religion is not a carefully constructed, theologically sound sermon. Systematic theology is not
their major concern at least at the initial stage. Neither is the educational qualification of the preacher.
Please think of the founderess of Omotokyo. She was illiterate, yet she could attract many intellectuals
and government officals. What the Japanese are looking for is the demonstration of the power which
proves that Christian missionaries and pastors are really in touch with the reality of the spirit world. What
we need is not mere impartation of theological information, but rather, the demonstration of the power of
the Holy Spirit in a way people can see, feel and touch. We need Evidential Christianity.
How can we do this? Unfortunately, we can not use Western medicine and technology to make the
Japanese of the late twentieth century believe that we possess supernatural power as the Catholic missionaries of
the 16th and 17th centuries did. However, we have a far better, biblical option. That is to utilize the gifts of the
Holy Spirit which are listed in I Corinthians, chapters 12-14, and Romans 8. It is my conviction that we are
living in the days of the Holy Spirit. The fruits and the gifts of the Holy Spirit are not only available for us today,
but both are essential if we are to win the Japanese who hold spirit and power-oriented worldview assumptions.
2. Approach through the felt needs.
In this brief survey, we have seen that the Japanese are middle zone oriented people. The
concept of the absolute and infinite god is completely lacking in the traditional worldview of the
Japanese. Their gods and deities are all local and the concern of the middle zone oriented people is
around their immediate surroundings and the uncertainty of tommorow, rather than highly
philosophical or theological questions. They are concerned about the protection of their home,
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family, car, travelling and health, success in education, business, and marriage. The new religions
have been successful as they addressed these issues. We should not say that Christianity should not
deal with these “earthly issues.” If we are to successfully plant churches in Japan, we must address
these practical and this worldly problems which common people are concerned with.

1.

Notes
See, “Survey of Postwar Church Development in Japan,” Church Information Service, comp.,
1982, pp. 10-11.

2.

For a detailed discussion of the middle zone, see Hiebert, Paul. “The Flaw of the Excluded
Middle.” Missiology: An International Review 10(1): 35-47.

3.

For a detailed explanation of her writings, see “Omoto Shinyu: Ten no Maki,” pp. 172-175.

4.

See Metraux, Daniel. 1980. “Omoto.” In Kodansha Encyclopedia of Japan. Vol. 6. pp.
103-104.

5.

This is based on the survey made by Nakayama Masayoshi in 1930. He interviewed 12,480
members of Tenrikyo. See “Shin Shukyo Kenkyu Chosa Handbook,” pp. 115-116.
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CHURCH PLANTING IN JAPAN UNDER THE POWER OF THE HOLY SPIRIT
A Sharing Study by Leo Kaylor,
Bible Temple missionary, Bible teacher, evangelist, and church planter.

Introduction
My wife and I moved to the coal mining city of Omuta in Fukuoka Ken on Kyushu Island in
1957 to pioneer a church. Like many other missionaries, we rented a house and started weekly
services in our own living room. Seven years later a group of about 30 believers purchased their
own land and built their first church building. By 1969 the group had grown to 60. We had sent in
Brother Nobumasa Mizoguchi as pastor of the work, who had been saved, called to preach, and
trained for ministry under our leadership.
At that point my wife and I moved away from Omuta for a period of about 5 years. This gave
pastor Mizoguchi a greater liberty to pastor the church on the strength of his own leadership. In
1974 Mizoguchi Sensei invited us to return to Omuta to join hearts and hands once again with him
in building the work. In 1975 Pastor Mizoguchi and I began a Bible teaching and training program
to raise up other men for ministry.
The growth of the church in the early years was slow, but with each succeeding year, the
momentum of growth has increased and we anticipate greater things to come in the years ahead. At
the time of this writing—fall of 1985—the Omuta church and ministry has grown from one
congregation of 80 in 1975 to 1000 believers, with 12 full-time pastors (besides myself) who are
working in 10 different locations. This is all one ministry, but it has grown into a cluster of churches,
which is now called “The Total Christian Church.”
I hope, in this short report, to be able to touch a few of the Biblical principles which, I believe,
are vital to the planting of dynamic, Spirit-anointed churches in Japan today.
I. Intensive Prayer
The early morning prayer of the churches of Korea is well known to all. What might not be so
well known is that this custom of early morning prayer was established in the very beginning stages
of Protestant missions in Korea. Dr. Paul Y. Cho, in his recent book, “PRAYER: Key to Revival”
writes as follows: “One of the most important aspects of our early church was that each morning the
members gathered together for prayer. In 1906 revival broke out. Believers gathered in the
Presbyterian church in Pyongyang, which is now the capital of North Korea. As they prayed, the
Holy Spirit fell on them and they began to confess their sins. As a result, Koreans were converted in
all parts of the country as the spirit of prayer prevailed.” And again, “We have learned not only to
pray, but we have learned how to live our lives in prayer. Jesus commanded us to pray without
ceasing. To those not interested in revival, this is impossible. If your heart hungers for souls to be
saved and your nation to be turned to God, however, then the life of prayer is a must.”1
Japanese churches are beginning to learn this same principle of zealous, earnest prayer,
although, obviously, there is a long way to go for all of us. We have found that not only is individual
prayer of vital importance, but the gathering together of the Christians in earnest, corporate prayer is
also a powerful and necessary tool for church planting and church growth.
In our work in Omuta, daily prayer in the church from 6:00 to 7:00 AM each morning was
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established over 20 years ago. This has not only continued, but has i n t e n s i f i e d t h r o u g h t h e
y e a r s . T h o s e w h o c a n n o t c o m e t o t h e c h u r c h t o p r a y a r e encouraged to gather together
in Christians’ homes to pray. Every Wednesday morning from 5:00 to 6:00 AM, 30 to 40 Christians
gather at a mountaintop at the edge of our city to pray. Even on cold, winter mornings, everyone
dresses warmly with overcoat and gloves, and then wraps himself in a blanket, as he earnestly prays
and seeks for souls to be saved. Also, thirty minutes before each church service is given to earnest
prayer for the presence of God to be manifest in that service.
Dr. Larry Lea, pastor of the Church on the Rock near Dallas, Texas, one day asked Dr. Cho
what the secret to his church growth was. Dr. Cho’s answer was brief and to the point: “I pray, and I
obey!”2 If we and our Japanese churches could learn this in a greater degree, we would see far
greater results in our ministry of church planting and church growth in Japan. We base our practice
of intensive prayer on Matthew 11:12, “And from the days of John the Baptist until the present time
the kingdom of heaven has endured violent assault, and violent men seize it by force (as a precious
prize)—a share in the heavenly kingdom is sought for with most ardent zeal and intense exertion.”
(Amplified Bible)
II. Signs and Wonders: Inside and Outside the Church
The early church prayed for signs and wonders to happen: “ ‘Now, Lord, look on their threats,
and grant to Your servants that with all boldness they may speak Your word, by stretching out Your
hand to heal, and that signs and wonders may be done through the name of Your Holy Servant
Jesus’.” (Acts 4:29, 30, NKJV) God answered their prayers. The Book of Acts is filled with many
signs and wonders as the Gospel spread throughout the known world. Paul said, “For I will not dare
to speak of any of those things which Christ has not accomplished through me, in word and deed, to
make the Gentiles obedient—in mighty signs and wonders, by the power of the Spirit of God, so
that from Jerusalem and round about to Illyricum I have fully preached the gospel of Christ.”
(Romans 15:18, 19)
In the early years of our church planting in Omuta, several outstanding miracles of deliverance
resulted in the working of the Holy Spirit to save souls. The following is one such testimony:
Oota Sensei was a music teacher in one of our local high schools. However, he was bound
by alcohol and was a chronic alcoholic. A fellow teacher (biology), who had been saved and
was in our church, requested special prayer for Oota Sensei. Several months later Oota Sensei
attended one of our services, and God instantly saved him and totally delivered him from sake.
He continued to grow in faithful Christian service and for 18 years (until the Lord called him
Home in 1978) he blessed our church with his anointed piano music.
Before Oota Sensei was saved, he always drank sake with a friend—Yamato San, who
worked in the office of the same school. Yamato San would drink his monthly income in just a
few days and then demand his wife to continue to supply sake for his terrible habit. The result
was that they had accumulated huge debts and his wife and 4 small children were destitute.
When Oota Sensei was saved, we began praying for Yamato San’s deliverance. One day
when I visited the high school, the two Christian teachers arranged for me to talk with Yamato
San in the biology teacher’s office room. After I shared the simple Gospel I laid my hands on
him and prayed as he knelt on the floor. I felt the powerful presence of God and I knew that
God had done a special work in his heart. However, it wasn’t until later that I learned the rest
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of the story of what happened.
Yamato San told how he had felt very uncomfortable and was filled with tension and strain,
being in the presence of this foreign American. He didn’t understand the Gospel message and had
no intentions of accepting it. After I had prayed for him, he excused himself and went to his own
room. He reached out his hand to take a cigarette, when he heard what almost seemed to be an
audible voice saying: “From today on you will never smoke or drink again!” He looked around, but
saw no one. However, he said to himself: “Well! If this be so, then I’ll give all my cigarettes away!”
This he did immediately, and from that day on, he was totally delivered from smoking and drinking
and has lived a victorious life in Christ ever since.
Yamato Kyodai and his wife have been pillars in the Omuta church for over 20 years, and their
children and grandchildren are also in the church. Their son and his wife are spiritual leaders of over
75 people in their Home Meeting Group.
Signs and wonders are the outworking of the gifts of the Holy Spirit. The gifts of the Holy
Spirit are the supernatural weapons of our warfare which God has given to us to reach the needs of
people all around us. (See II Cor. 10:3–5 with I Cor. 12:7–11.)
There are much teaching and helpful materials available on the working of the Holy Spirit and
the Gifts of the Spirit in these days.3 (See Appendix 14, and Appendix II5.)
The gifts of the Holy Spirit being manifested in the outworking of signs and wonders for the
deliverance of needy people is a most important part in the planting of any new church, and in the
constant growth and development of that church. We continue to encourage all of our pastors, as well
as all of the Christian believers in our churches, to always be ready to lay hands on the sick and those
in need and to pray for their deliverance according to Mark 16:17, 18. Through the years we have seen
and we have heard of many miracles of healing—too numerous to include in this short report.
III. Raising up of Leadership or Training Leaders in the Local Church
From the very beginning of our work in Omuta, we have prayed according to Christ’s
instruction in Matthew 9:37 and 38: “The harvest truly is plentiful, but the laborers are few.
Therefore pray the Lord of the harvest to send out laborers into His harvest.”
We have also stood upon the principle of II Timothy 2:2: “And the things that you have heard
from me among many witnesses, commit these to faithful men who will be able to teach others also.”
The success in church planting and the growth of any work is related directly to how well we can
fulfill these two principles. We must pray for the Lord to raise up workers, and we must also earnestly
endeavor to teach and train faithful men who will be able to teach others the living Word of God.
At one point in the first few years of getting started in Omuta, we had 5 or 6 fellows who were
coming to our services, but they were only half-hearted in their response to the Gospel and they were
a stumbling block to others who were sincere. I remember well of rising every night at 2:00 AM for a
period of time and earnestly praying that these would either become serious with God, or else, that
God would remove them. I also prayed earnestly that God would raise up strong leaders in the work.
In a very short time afterward, one of these young men was genuinely saved, while the rest of
that insincere group all disappeared. Also, soon after that God brought a 21year-old university
student to us, who was saved, filled with the Holy Spirit, dramatically called to the ministry, and
later trained. This young man was to become Mizoguchi Sensei, who has been the leading pastor of
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this church for nearly 20 years.
Mizoguchi Sensei himself was also quick to catch the vision of praying for and training
workers for the harvest. He has grasped a tremendous understanding and an ability for the practical
training of workers for the ministry. This was coupled with the burden God has given me for
teaching and implanting the Word of God into the hearts of young workers. In 1975 Mizoguchi
Sensei and I began a Bible teaching and training program to raise up other men for ministry.
I quote from Dr. Snider’s recent book on growing churches in Japan, as he explains about our
training of workers: “The theological discipleship training of the current five evangelists was
accomplished under the leadership of the above pastoral team consisting of a combination of Bible
School teaching and practical pastoral experience. The Omuta Church feels that to transplant persons
called to evangelism and pastoral ministry to a distant Bible School or seminary where the principal
emphasis is on scholarship rather than pioneer evangelism and church growth, would risk dampening
the spiritual ardor of new recruits for ministry and contribute little to the church’s progress.
“Each Monday morning the entire full-time church staff of pastors and their wives gather for
prayer, discussion and planning. This ‘Bokushi Hanashi-Ai’ (Pastoral-Leadership-Discussion) forms a
covering for the entire growing congregation of the Omuta Church and becomes a tremendous
experience in practical pastoral theology. The young evangelists who are trained and later become
ordained pastors are able rapidly to gain rich pastoral wisdom from the more seasoned leaders and
then, in turn, are able to deal effectively with problems in their own growing outreach activities with a
greater maturity and with the confidence of being under the covering of mature pastoral leadership.”6
For every young man who is called and trained for the ministry there is the potential of seeing
a new outreach planted and a growing church coming into existence. In addition to praying for 10
million Japanese to be saved, our present and immediate goal and prayer is that the Holy Spirit will
give us 100 men who can thus be taught the Word of God and be trained in practical experience for
the planting of new churches across Japan.
IV. Developing a Multiple-Ministry Team
The vision before the churches in Japan today is to reach 10 million souls for Christ. This is
roughly 10% of the population of Japan—and is a gigantic challenge!
For this challenge to become a reality, I believe there must be a greater cooperation between the
missionaries and Japanese pastors. When there is a close cooperating and working together, the Japanese
church can be strengthened and the nation of Japan can feel the impact of the church’s living testimony.
A recent book has been published by Dick Iverson, Pastor of Bible Temple in Portland, Oregon.
This book, entitled Team Ministry, deals with the vast subject of “putting together a team that makes
churches grow.” It “captures twenty years of actual experience in church growth . . . and church
planting work . . . condensed and packed into one volume.”7
It has been my privilege to be associated with Bible Temple for over 12 years and I have
gained a few insights into the working value of the concept of Team Ministry.
It was with this vision that I returned to our former work in Omuta City in 1974 in response to
Mizoguchi Sensei’s invitation. When I returned at that time, I recognized Mizoguchi Sensei as the
Senior Pastor of the Omuta Church and I determined to stand along side of him in the capacity of a
Bible teacher to strengthen his hands and help establish believers in the Word. Two years later, we
were joined by Pastor Fukuda, who came from another denomination. After a period of time of
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learning the principles of revival which were at work in our church, he was asked to join the Staff
of the Omuta church. The church Staff has now grown to include 13 full-time pastors.
I quote again from Dr. Snider, as he discusses this point about the Omuta Church. The concept
of Team Ministry is “coupled with the conviction that the best training for its full-time pastoral
leadership can be gained within the context of its own growing church rather than in the traditional
Bible school or seminary. The present leadership has been raised up on the local church level in
accordance to this New Testament principle.”8
We have experienced the joy of seeing young men, that we have helped train, grow up in the
ministry. As they have matured, they have come on Staff as full-time pastors and thus have joined
the team to work in a greater capacity to fulfill the vision we all have for reaching Japan.
There is no doubt that the missionary/pastor relationship is one of the most delicate and
difficult challenges which faces the missionary on the field. We have certainly not been without
times of stress in our working relations with the pastors whom God has raised up in this work. But
with dedication to God and to the ministry, both the pastors and ourselves work to resolve the
stresses and always find ourselves more closely knit together because of it. We often confess to
ourselves and to others that this is God’s work and not man’s, and He is guiding it for His glory.
I feel confident that one of the factors in the planting and growth of the Omuta church and its
outreaches has resulted from the strength that has come from this multiple team ministry and from
the combined efforts of the missionary and the Japanese pastors working together in the unity of the
Spirit.
V. Aggressive “Reaping Evangelism”
About two years ago God gave to our church a very vivid vision of the whitened harvest field
of souls in Japan, based on John 4:35: “. . . Behold, I say to you, lift up your eyes and look at the
fields, for they are already white for harvest!” God spoke in a powerful way to “THRUST IN THE
SICKLE, FOR THE HARVEST IS RIPE!” “From that point on, faith for a mighty harvest of souls
has come to this church.”9
A strong emphasis has since been made to encourage those who confess Christ as Savior to
immediately be baptized in water. As a result, in 1984 we saw 843 baptized, and in 1985, over 1000
baptized. The church attendance of all of our churches and outreaches has, likewise, grown from
350 at the end of 1983 to 700 by the end of 1984, and on to 1200 by the end of 1985.
The slogan for our churches for 1985 and continuing on for 1986 is “Reaping Evangelism and
Making Disciples.” This is the putting into operation of “Each one win,” and “Each one train one!”
VI. Thrusting Out of Teams for Church Planting
As the local church grows and as young leaders are trained, there comes a time when these
new leaders are sent out into new locations. At the present time, we have churches and outreaches in
10 different locations in Japan.
One example is our church outreach in Kumamoto City. Three university girls were saved in
1980 and began to pray for others to be saved. One of our young men in our training program began
going to Kumamoto City once a week for student meetings. In 1982 this young man—Pastor
Shirai—and his wife moved to Kumamoto to become a resident, pioneering pastor of that outreach.
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Now, 4 years later, that congregation has grown to include over 130 believers. They have
purchased 300 tsubo of land, and have now built a church building and a parsonage for their pastor.
We desire to see this pattern reproduced many times throughout Japan as we continue to teach,
train and send out workers and teams.
VII. Importance of the Teaching Ministry
God’s plan for the New Testament church is the functioning of the Five-fold Ministry of
Ephesians 4:11 and 12: “And He Himself gave some to be apostles, some prophets, some
evangelists, and some pastors and teachers, for the equipping of the saints for the work of ministry
for the edifying of the body of Christ.”
In our ministry in Omuta over the past 30 years, we have had the input and the outworking of
all of these Five-fold ministries. At the present time, the Japanese pastors, evangelists and the
Christians are the main ones who are reaping the harvest of souls and bringing in the new converts.
There is a great need for the thorough teaching of the Word of God so that these many young
Christians can be planted in God’s Word. My ministry is primarily centered in teaching the Word so
that the Body can be built up according to Isaiah 28:10: “For precept must be upon precept, precept
upon precept, Line upon line, line upon line, Here a little, there a little.”
VIII. Bible View for the Great Harvest of Souls in the End-time
There is one last point that I would like to mention in relation to “Church Planting in Japan
Under the Power of the Holy Spirit.” This has to do with our overall Bible view of the purposes of
God for the Church in the earth in these end-time days.
I believe it is necessary for us to see that God’s great plan for the end-time—before Christ
returns for His own—is that there is to be the greatest harvest of souls the world has ever seen.
May God grant that we all move in a greater way to fulfill God’s purpose for His church in the
earth and in Japan in these last days!
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AN ANALYSIS
OF THE
GIFTS OF THE SPIRIT
RECORDED IN THE
BOOK OF THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES

No.

Where Recorded

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

Acts 9:40
Acts 10:1–8
Acts 10:19
Acts 10:44
Acts 11:12
Acts 12:6
Acts 13:1–3
Acts 13:11
Acts 14:3
Acts 14:8–10
Acts 14:19–20
Acts 16:6
Acts 16:9
Acts 16:16–18
Acts 16:26
Acts 18:9–11
Acts 19:6
Acts 19:11
Acts 20:9–10
Acts 20:22–24
Acts 21:4–6
Acts 21:9
Acts 21:10
Acts 22:17–18
Acts 23:11
Acts 27:21–26
Acts 28:3–5
Acts 28:8–9
Acts 29

Name of the Gift

Manifested Through Whom

Gifts of Healing
Gift of Word of Knowledge
Gift of Word of Knowledge
Gift of Speaking With Other Tongues
Gift of Word of Knowledge
Gift of Faith
Gift of Prophecy
Gift of Working of Miracles
Gift of Working of Miracles
Gifts of Healing
Gift of Working of Miracles
Gift of Discerning of Spirit
Gift of Word of Wisdom
Gift of Working of Miracles
Gift of Working of Miracles
Gift of Word of Knowledge
Gift of Various Tongues
Gift of Working of Miracles
Gift of Working of Miracles
Gift of Word of Wisdom
Gift of Word of Wisdom
Gift of Prophecy
Gift of Word of Wisdom
Gift of Word of Wisdom
Gift of Word of Wisdom
Gift of Word of Wisdom
Gift of Working of Miracles
Gifts of Healing
All Nine

Peter
An Angel
Peter
Cornelius’ Household
Peter
An Angel
Barnabas, Simeon
Paul
The Apostles
Paul
The Disciples
Holy Spirit
Paul
Paul
Paul
Paul
Disciples at Ephesus
Paul
Paul
Holy Spirit
The Church
4 Daughters of Philip
Agabus
Paul
The Lord
Paul
Paul
Paul
The Total Church
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CHURCH PLANTING FROM A JAPANESE PERSPECTIVE
A sharing study by Andrew Y. Furuyama,
Pioneer evangelist and Japanese church pastor
INTRODUCTION
I started from scratch in Musashino-shi, Tokyo, in October of 1981 with the assistance of the
Japan Evangelical Free Church Home Missions Committee. Now, after 4 full years, our church
(Tokyo Musashino Evangelical Free Church, or sometimes referred to as Musashino Chapel Center)
is completely independent and, with three services on Sunday morning, has a total attendance of
almost 150. One of these services is being conducted exclusively in the English language. Our
annual budget exceeds 20 million yen already. We are in an expansion program and hoping to
enlarge our facilities so that we can accommodate more people.
HOW IT WAS STARTED
The idea of planting a local Evangelical Free Church in Tokyo was introduced as early as the
1974 Conference of JEFC as a part of the commemoration of the 25th anniversary of the
denomination’s ministry in Japan. Then in 1979 we were reminded again to reinforce the urgent
need for such a church-planting ministry in Tokyo. The denomination officials felt impelled to do
something to help get it started as soon as possible. Therefore, the Home Missions Committee of
JEFC began to search for the personnel and also the location in Tokyo where they could start a local
church. In 1980, after the Billy Graham Crusade was over, they approached me and asked me if I
was interested in moving to Tokyo with the idea of planting a church there. I was then in the
pastoral ministry at Yao Free Church together with Pastor Horiuchi and was thoroughly enjoying the
ministry in Yao. There seemed to be no reason for our leaving Yao and going into an entirely new
church-planting situation. We were very reluctant to do that and immediately responded in a
negative way. Then, God began to speak to both of us (my wife included!) and showed different
verses such as Numbers 14:25, Deuteronomy 1:40 and Acts 8:26, etc. Finally, we yielded to God’s
will and followed His leading. We moved to Tokyo in the summer of 1981.
In May of the same year, the Annual Conference of JEFC unanimously voted to support us as
home missionaries to be engaged in a church-planting ministry in Tokyo. With the full support of
our denomination (of course, we had to raise our support by doing deputation during that summer),
we started to investigate possible sites to start our ministry.
In any church-planting ministry, it is of the foremost importance that we find the right location
in which we can have regular meetings and carry on our activities. Three possible locations had
already been suggested. Namely, Jiyugaoka, Shimokitazawa and Kichijoji. We went to see each one
of these three areas. After spending much time in discussion and prayer, we concluded that Kichijoji
was the best of all for various reasons.
By comparing these three areas, you can see why we chose Kichijoji (see the map). It took one
month to investigate possible locations. And then we concentrated in Kichijoji to look for a suitable
meeting place near Kichijoji station.
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First, it seemed to us that every place we visited was just beyond our budget and capability.
But we searched for one week and finally on the seventh day we were introduced to the present
meeting place on the second floor of Toriichi Building just about 5 minutes on foot from Kichijoji
station. This 33 Tsubo space on the second floor of the poultry meat store was just adequate for our
purpose. The key money and the rent were very reasonable, too. The negotiation was successful, and
we did interior remodeling by ourselves. On Oct. 4, 1981, we had our first worship service with 15
in attendance.
Although the entire denomination was behind us financially and otherwise, we didn’t have any
Christians being affiliated with JEFC whom we could depend on to work together with us. But to our
amazement, by the time we had our first service, the Lord had provided two Christian families and
several Christians in the area who could join with us. Out of these, only four individuals were of Free
Church background. Others came from different denominational backgrounds. This was typical of
Tokyo because of the movements of the people. We were very fortunate that we could have those
Christian individuals to help us. It would have been better, however, if we could have started with
individuals who were committed to a church-planting ministry from the beginning. Also it was very
encouraging to have a missionary couple who was willing to help us, namely, Stan and Joyce Conrad.
WHAT WAS THE PHILOSOPHY?
Any church planting ministry must have a philosophy if it is to be successful. What was our
philosophy at the time of launching our ministry? With the consultation of the Home Missions
Committee, we started from the outset to build a center church in Kichijoji which later would
develop and extend the ministry so that many local churches would be produced in different areas
within the western part of Tokyo. Moreover, our goal should not be confined to the West Tokyo area
but go even beyond the boundary of Tokyo. Acts 1:8 must be our goal. In other words, our target
areas should include the whole world. From Jerusalem to the ends of the earth, we are to witness to
Christ, our Lord! With a handful of believers, how could we reach the entire world for Christ? But
wasn’t that exactly the same situation in which Jesus had to face the challenge of the world-wide
missionary task? He did not have more than just a dozen or so followers. Most of them were very
ordinary people and had very little faith. But He commanded them to go into all the world and
preach the Gospel to every creature, anyway. At the outset, we must emphasize the fact that the
Great Commission was given to the entire congregation regardless of its size and age, we have to be
missionary-minded and world Christians if we are to fulfill the Great Commission of the Lord.
In Matthew 28:19, 20 we have the most complete version of the Great Commission. In that
commission, Jesus commanded His disciples to make all the nations become disciples of Jesus. The
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whole world was to be reached for Christ and, to accomplish this, disciple making was a necessity.
So our only objective was to do that with the resources available to us. This disciple-making pattern
is clearly set forth in II Tim. 2:12. Each individual Christian is expected to make a disciple within
one year. If they are doing that faithfully we can expect to double the number each year.
Tremendous church growth and extension evangelism is possible! So this was our philosophy . . . to
build up a missionary-minded church that can reproduce many more churches until we can reach the
whole world with the gospel message.
WHAT WAS OUR STRATEGY?
Here, I was very grateful for having wide and extensive experiences in evangelism and church
ministries in the past. But, in a very special way, I owe Dr. D.J. Hesselgrave for his book entitled
“Planting Churches Cross-culturally.” I read and reread the book. The Pauline Cycle was really
helpful as I was trying to make strategies and plans for my church-planting ministry in Kichijoji.
The following were some of the questions I asked myself before doing anything:
1. What kind of area is Kichijoji? (geographical and historical background)
2. What kind of culture does Kichijoji have?
3. What kind of people can be reached here?
4. What sort of needs do these people have?
5. What kind of methods can we use?
6. Which is better, center church or community church?
7. What sorts of resources do we have?
8. What sorts of goals can we set for five years in the beginning stage?
After spending much time in prayer, consideration and consultation, we launched out.
The name “Musashino Chapel Center” was adopted for several reasons. Later, as we became independent,
Tokyo Musashino Evangelical Free Church was our official name but we still use the former name.
First, “Operation Three Eis” was adopted (Eiga, Eigo and Ei Ongaku). Films, English, and good
music were used very frequently and systematically. As far as English was concerned, we started English
worship service right away. Here, a missionary couple who were working with us helped us a lot. Now, we
have an American pastor, who came to Japan as a short-term missionary and is helping us. His name is
Howard Plucar. In this way, we can reach many English-speaking people with many ethnic backgrounds
for Christ and also through them we can reach some Japanese people whom they bring to church. Other
English activities were started to make contacts.
Films and good music programs were also very useful in drawing a lot of students and young adults.
Cooking and handcraft classes were also helpful to reach women. We wrote letters to our friends outside of
Tokyo to introduce their relatives and friends who live in Tokyo to us. House-to-house tract distribution
was conducted periodically but we didn’t have very good immediate results. Handbills were also
distributed with very little response. But we did that anyway to let the community know about our
existence. Ads in the papers and magazines were also experimented with, with some results. Many of our
contacts came from quite distant areas. Some from Yokohama, Chiba, Hachioji and Tokorozawa. Some of
them take one and a half hours to come to our church. This is one problem area when we try to reach a
wide target area but it can’t be helped. Distance can be a hindrance but we can also reach them for Christ if
we go out. Home meetings were started in a number of areas where these people came from.
In October, 1981, when we had our first service, attendance was 15 with several guests. One
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year later, attendance was 60 with two services. Two years later in 1983, we had 80 Three years later
in 1984, with three services, attendance was 120. This year, in October 1985 we had 150. Space is
the biggest problem. With the present facilities we can not expect to increase the attendance unless we
do something about that. I hope, however, we can reach the goal of 200 by the end of the fiscal year
in March. Later on, we were informed that the present building in which we are meeting will be
expanded so that we may be able to have more space if we can pay the extra key money and the rent.
In that case, maybe we can set our attendance goal of 300-400 with four services. Now, a nearby
community center is available, free of charge, for Sunday School and other classes and we are very
grateful for that.
HOW WERE WE ORGANIZED?
We started with just a handful of believers. But fortunately we had four couples to start with
(including a missionary couple and ourselves). One other housewife, two college-age young people, and
one high school student were also with us. We emphasized the importance of giving (tithing) and also
incorporating as a church. One year later, we formed a temporary church organization and appointed
those who take care of church affairs (we called them “Sewayaku”). Two years later we were officially
organized as an Evangelical Free Church and exactly three years later we became independent from the
Home Missions Committee of JEFC. Each year, during those three years, the subsidy was cut one-third
of the total amount. By October, 1984 the young church was able to give one million yen a month to
take care of everything. At the moment, the church is giving one and a half million yen per month.
We now have 93 members of whom 24 are associate members. Those who have their membership in
their respective home churches are encouraged to become affiliated with us as associate members. We have
the church board with seven members, of whom four are deacons. We have 16 different departments
including an English Department which is actually a part of the church. Each deacon is supposed to be in
charge of several departments. And each department has the the head of the committee with several members.
Coordination of these departments is very important. Then we have different groups according to their age,
sex or interests. Presently we have 10 of them. These groups can be vital parts of our outreach program.
WHAT ABOUT EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS?
This is an area in which we need emphasis and recruitment of personnel to develop good
programs. Both adults and children need to be taught. Fortunately, we have several staff workers
from Campus Crusade and The Navigators. They can be used for the edification of the total body. I
feel many churches fail to do this and there are a lot of Christians who are wasting their gifts by
burying them under the ground, so to speak.
Our midweek services are being held in different places and at different times. Each group has a leader and
this person is responsible to take charge of these Bible study and prayer groups. We are thinking of developing this
to become another training opportunity. On-the-job training is the best way to let those potential leaders become
real leaders in the future. Eventually, not in the distant future, we must have a Christian Education Director who
will be responsible in this area. Also the music department must have a full-time staff. The Church office needs a
secretary. The Evangelism and Missions Department needs to have a director. In all these areas we need to train
trainers so that they can train others. This is the only way any church can grow not only in size but also in quality.
WHAT ABOUT OUR OUTREACH?
Well, we can’t really grow as a church unless we do extend our outreach programs. From the
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very beginning we have emphasized this aspect. Our watchword is “From Kichijoji to the ends of
the earth.” Each month as we celebrate the Communion we take a world missions offering and now
it reaches almost Ұ100,000 every month. World mission includes both overseas and home mission so
we maintain a balance. Again Acts 1:8 is our pattern. Both in Jerusalem (Tokyo), in Judea (Japan), in
Samaria (East Asia) and to the ends of the earth (world) we are to be witnesses for Christ. We are
now trying to congregate as many people as possible because we need to have at least several
hundred people in order to buy a piece of land here in Tokyo and build a church building that seats a
few hundred people. But after that we should start spreading out so that we can have many daughter
churches. Hachioji is a possible place. So is Machida; Jiyugaoka is another possibility. And on and
on.
Because of our English ministry, we have quite an international congregation. One time the
congregation was represented by 12 nationalities. Some of them have gone home and they still correspond
with us. Eventually, we may be starting our branch churches in those cities and countries where they came
from. Also quite a few Japanese Christians have gone abroad either for their study or on their business.
Some of them might be able to meet together in their places and have fellowship on a regular basis. It
might be possible for them to start a church there. Isn’t this the pattern we find in the Book of Acts?
IN CONCLUSION
Perhaps, our case is not typical of an average Japanese church-planting ministry. The book on
church planting in Japan, written by Tokio Satake, is very helpful. He tells us that it sometimes takes
years before a new church can become a really indigenous church in Japan. In country places, the
obstacles vary and become stronger than cities.
I think we need to be realistic. We should not become visionary! But, having said that, I still
raise my voice in saying that even in Japan, it is happening; the Holy Spirit is moving and some
churches are really growing! Both denominational and non-denominational (independent) churches
are being planted in many places in Japan.
I believe with all my heart, should the Lord tarry, we can expect to have a lot of churches
mushrooming in various places throughout Japan. By the grace of God and the power of the Holy
Spirit we can accomplish that! Amen.
Critique by Wayne E. Emanuel,
Southern Baptist missionary and active church planter
Pastor Furuyama has done an excellent job of sharing with us how God has used him and
others in developing the Musashino Evangelical Free Church in Kichijoji. The growth has been
phenomenal for Japan at this present time. Success, no doubt, can be attributed to good planning,
good preparation, good experienced leadership, a multiplicity of leaders (including missionaries,
Campus Crusaders and Navigators), evangelistic fervor, the setting of goals, and last but not least,
relying on the guidance and the power of the Holy Spirit.
Pastor Furuyama referred to the book, “Planting Churches Cross-culturally,” by David
Hesselgrave. I had this book in my library and was encouraged to finish reading it after receiving
his paper. It is a very fine book that I would recommend to everyone.
I wish that Pasor Furuyama had told us more about his research of the area with answers to
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some of the questions he raised, namely: What kind of culture does Kichijoji have? What kind of
people can be reached here? and What sort of needs do these people have?
Brother Furuyama mentioned that the Musashino Church has sixteen different departments
and ten different groups according to age, sex, interest, etc. I wish he had told us what these
different divisions and groups are.
I also wish that he had elaborated on the spiritual gift survey.
He says that they now have 93 members and that 24 of these are associate members. I wonder
what percent of these belong to the international congregation and what percent of these belong to
the Japanese congregation. Doesn’t he actually have two churches meeting in the same building? I
wonder how effective his church has been in incorporating returning Japanese from overseas into
either the Japanese Division or into the International Division. It might be well to discuss whether or
not having an English service fosters the idea that the church or Christianity is Western, becoming a
hindrance for some Japanese to attend.
His church has set a goal of several hundred members in order to buy land and build their own
building. With the terrible high cost of land and building, would it not be better to consider having a
church meet indefinitely in rented facilities?
Brother Furuyama seems to have no plan to begin new missions until the church has several
hundred members. If beginning new missions is limited to large churches with several hundred
members, very few new churches will be begun in Japan.

PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF CHURCH PLANTING
A practical study by Art Seely,
Veteran TEAM missionary mission business manager
This has been a great seminary on a great subject. We have touched on such crucial factors as
our Biblical basis for church planting and the spiritual power we need to be effective. Methods and
means for planting churches have received our attention. Last night we considered the factor of
cultural relationships.
Now we come to what can be for many the most irritating and disruptive part of planting a
church. The nitty-gritty of serving God in Japan does include a correct relationship to our host
government, evangelizing in the best location, and a proper housing situation. In the discussion
which follows, we may wish to touch on other practical factors faced as we plant His church.
I remember the scene at Haneda Airport as though it was yesterday. I was seeing off a
delegation of Japanese and missionaries to the Singapore Congress on Evangelism. In the last half
hour before they were to board I enjoyed fellowship with a friend from Kyushu who was all keyed
up to present a paper on church planting in rural areas. Just as he finally responded to the last urgent
call to board that plane, he said casually, “I suppose I can spend yen in Singapore. I have no
dollars.”
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Maybe you can use yen there in 1985 but he could not in 1968. He hurriedly went to a bank
office while I implored the airline to hold the plane. The bank clerk took his deliberate time, counted
the cash three times, checked the documents again and again. We headed for immigration when he
should have been seated on the plane. Yes, they waited for him—but they didn’t have to. He was a
great theoretician but not so practical a man.
My wife and I left for furlough a few years ago, escorted to Narita by our adult children, our
Japanese pastor and friends. It had been a busy last day at the office during which I advised two
missionaries regarding their alien registration and visa affairs. After my wife checked in, I handed the
clerk my ticket and passport. After a pause, she said, “Your passport expired four months ago!” Of
course I could not board the plane even to go to my own country. Embarrassing for a business manager.
Many years ago the children of Japan seemed to spend most of the winter with runny noses but
no “nose paper” (hanagami), let alone a handkerchief. One of TEAM’s promising young couples
went to a fair-sized city with no church, thrilled to be the first to take the gospel to those needy
people. When the mother found her children with colds, then chicken pox, she and her husband put
up an eight-foot fence with barbed wire around the top to protect her children. No neighbor children
could enter unless their noses were properly wiped. In less than two years they left the field
discouraged by the hardness of the Japanese.
Yes, these matters and many others can seem like nitpicking (nitty) and sand in the shoe
(gritty), but they affect our evangelistic efficiency as surely as our spiritual prowess or
methodological skill. Let us look at three respresentative areas we must care for faithfully.
I. Our legal obligation to government authorities.
Several times a year I counsel someone who has said, “But I didn’t know . . . In my country
we . . .” The Bible makes clear we are to obey the government of Japan. Read Romans 13
in the Living Bible, especially verses 1, 2, 4 and 7.
1 Obey the government, for God is the one who has put it there. There is no government
anywhere that God has not placed in power.
2 So those who refuse to obey the laws of the land are refusing to obey God, and
punishment will follow.
4 The policeman is sent by God to help you. But if you are doing something wrong, of
course you should be afraid, for he will have you punished. He is sent by God for that very
purpose.
7 Pay everyone whatever he ought to have: pay your taxes and import duties gladly, obey
those over you, and give honor and respect to all those to whom it is due.
A. Keep your passports, visas, and authorized period of stay up-to-date. Every new year
when you fill out your new schedule book, check these documents and record anything
that needs renewing in your date book ahead of the date due, i.e., your driver’s license.
Failure to do so—lots of bother—and even loss of privilege to stay in Japan.
B. Obey the conditions of your status. Missionaries are not allowed to have profit-making
businesses “on the side.” Income from English teaching has to go to the mission or
project not straight to your pocket.
C. Register with the consulate of your country. In an emergency that can be critical.
D. Be sure to complete required registration of babies, car purchases, etc. within the time
limits—often only 14 days to a month.
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E. Pay your taxes as part of your service to God. Think of all the benefits we get living
here.
F. Be sure that housing rentals and/or purchases comply with Japanese law and practice. If
you need help, call on the business manager of your mission or any large mission. Do
not depend on the advice of your Japanese student of English.
G. Go to the proper governmental office and ask. If your attitude is right, they are often
quite helpful. It will also be quite a language learning experience, so be prepared to take
time and be pleasant. It isn’t any easier for them to communicate to us than for us to get
our point across. In any case, expect to use time and patience; yet it may be easier than
you think.
H. Juridical Persons—Banking, investments, travel, etc., etc. If you have questions, we can
touch on them during our discussion time.
II. Finding the right church-planting location. There are many ways to find an area to work in.
1) Look at a map—for a city—or a remote area.
2) Ask a friend for advice.
3) Ask the mission to choose for you.
4) Depend on serendipity, “it just happened.”
All of these and many other ways of deciding where to work have been experienced by
missionaries in Japan. Some of us are very conscious of the area where our group works
and where others work. Some groups appear to feel that if they are not there, no important
work is being done, so they could and should enter everywhere possible. Whatever your
pattern, every one of us can profit from the information available at Church Information
Service, as well as make all we know available to them to share with others. Call, write or
visit C.I.S. at the Ochanomizu Student Center, phone (03) 295-0935. C.I.S. is prepared to
provide detailed surveys of a single city or an entire region showing where churches
presently exist, which kind of churches they are and where there are untouched localities.
Detailed maps and addresses are provided.
In addition they can introduce your believers who move to another location to three nearby
churches so they don’t lose out on church fellowship at college or a new work location. Or,
believers moving to your area can be introduced to your fellowship—if you make sure that
C.I.S. has the latest information re your church and your group of churches.
Costs for these services are very reasonable. Better yet, become a member—individually or
as a mission. Services are provided at no additional cost up to the value of your membership,
and at a discount thereafter. Your membership helps to assure the information and services of
C.I.S. will be there when you need them. Join today—I have forms for those interested.
III. A proper housing situation.
Most of us are not likely to put up an eight-foot fence around our house and add barbed
wire, yet there are crucial factors we should all consider when looking for housing.
A. Remember we are here to plant a church, not here to make a living for ourselves. Therefore
the first consideration is how the housing helps our work. That is not to say the church must
begin or continue in the home just make sure that the home, whether never used for church
functions or filled with church activities, contributes to our effective ministry.
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B. Questions to ask ourselves.
1. What approach am I using to plant the church?
2. What location would be best for that type of approach?
3. What type of housing would be best? Rental, ownership, large, small, apartment,
single-family dwelling, hotel?
4. What is the transportation situation? It affects everything.
5. What is the economic level of the area? It is wise to live approximately the same as
the neighbors or we put up a fence, psychologically at least.
6. If we have children, what are the school possibilities?
7. Are there nearby missionaries with whom we can interact for advice or assistance?
8. What are our economic resources?
9. Now what is the combination that is right?
We trust these thoughts have been stimulating and informative. They have not been intended to be
comprehensive. Most missions provide their staff with a field manual, providing most information
needed. Also most missions have rules and precedents. Don’t ignore them—use them.

